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Abstract
The Λ(1405) has been considered for many years a candidate for an unconventional hadronic state.
Being difficult to understand within the framework of a three valence quark, constituent quark model,
models explicitly including meson-baryon interactions have had improved success in describing the
Λ(1405). Current understandings assume a molecule of N-K¯, which consequently has influence on
the mass distribution, called the line shape. Measurements of this and the differential production cross
section over a broad momentum range are crucial constraints to determine the nature of the Λ(1405).
In this thesis the Λ(1405) is studied with the BGO-OD experiment at the Electron Stretcher Accelerator
(ELSA) in Bonn via meson photoproduction. BGO-OD is a unique setup combining a central
calorimeter with a forward spectrometer. The production mechanism of a molecule like structure
could favor extreme forward angles, where the transferred momentum is minimal. This kinematic
regime is particularly well covered by BGO-OD.
Cross section measurements require an understanding of the detector geometry and response, and an
absolute flux normalization, both of which were improved as part of this thesis work. Simulations of
the data acquisition triggering system were accurately determined, and consistency checks measuring
the γp→ pi0 p reaction showed good agreement in the cross section compared to other experimental
data, demonstrating that the current hardware trigger system is well understood. Furthermore, the
reactions γp to pi0 p, ηp, ωp, η′p and K+Σ0 were identified, to check the performance of the kinematic
fitting algorithm implemented in this thesis. The results agree well with previous data.
The achieved results on Λ(1405) → pi0Σ0 line shape and differential cross section are statistically
comparable to the previous experimental data. In addition, first preliminary results were achieved with
the forward spectrometer for production angles not accessible by other experiments.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The pursuit of physics has been driven by seeking to understand how the matter around us is composed
of fundamental constituents. That is, is matter made up of basic building blocks? Since ancient times
it was speculated that a material can be divided into some smallest parts, which were called atoms. At
the beginning of the 20th century, atoms were still considered as elementary particles. Our knowledge
of fundamental particles has since dramatically improved, driven by technological advancement.
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Figure 1.1: Hydrogen optical spectrum of the
atom. The light was diffracted with a prism
depending on frequency, which is shown in
the upper figure. The intensity of the light
is plotted against photon energy in the graph
below.
A standard optical microscope can only resolve structures
bigger than the wavelength of light. The diameter of the
atom is 0.05 nm to 0.10 nm, which is only a fraction of
the wavelength of visible light between 400 nm to 800 nm,
and hence can not be resolved with optical microscopy. A
significant increase of resolution is possible by making use
of the quantum mechanical wave nature of particle beams.
According to the De-Broglie relation, the wavelength, λ, is
given by λ = hp , where h is the Planck constant and p the
momentum, and with increasing energy smaller structures
can be resolved. Using this technique and variants of it,
today single atoms can be made visible. Already at the
end of the 19th century, experiments with Geissler tubes
showed neutral atoms to have a substructure, because neg-
atively charged electrons can be released. At that time the
atom was considered a homogeneously distributed positive
charge, containing the much smaller negatively charged
electron, to make the atom neutral in whole. This was later
revised through Rutherford’s scattering experiments with
α radiation particles scattering off gold foil. He concluded that the atom must have a compact core,
called the nucleus, of about 1 fm in diameter where the positive charge is concentrated.
While increasingly higher energies are required to investigate the substructure of a compact bound
system, lower energies can be used to investigate the internal interaction dynamics. For the atom,
such spectroscopy measurements were performed with visible light, even before the electron was
discovered. Electrons are bound within the atom by the electromagnetic force, where only discrete
energy levels are allowed. A change in energy can only occur if the atom emits or absorbs the exact
energy level difference. The energy exchanged in such cases is carried by the photon. In figure 1.1 the
visible light spectrum from the hydrogen atom is illustrated. The attempt to understand the atomic
1
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spectrum led to the development of quantum mechanics, which is a cornerstone of physics and also
for modern electronics and material science.
With the increase of energy in scattering experiments, it soon became clear that the nucleus is also a
composite object. The positively charged nucleon was called the proton and the neutrally charged
the neutron. Within the nucleus these nucleons are bound by the nuclear force, which is a residual
of the strong force and is comparable to the binding of neutral atoms due to the van der Waals force.
Later, high-energy scattering experiments revealed that the nucleon consists of three valence quarks
together with gluons and sea quarks. Particles composed of quarks are referred to as hadrons. They
are further classified into baryons with three, and mesons with two valence quarks. Sea quarks are
virtual quark-antiquark pairs which are created and annihilated constantly in the hadron.
Figure 1.2: Elementary particles of the Standard Model (Figure taken from ref. [1]). They are the known
fundamental building blocks of matter.
The discovered elementary particles are summarized in the Standard Model of particle physics, shown
in figure 1.2. Elementary particles have no known substructure and in scattering experiments behave
as point-like particles. The elementary particles gain their mass from the Higgs field. The Higgs field
however is responsible for only a few percent of the mass of the nucleon. It is the gluonic field that
generates the vast majority of the nucleon mass.
Based on flavor symmetry, mesons and baryons can be arranged in multiplets. In the sector of the
light u(up), d(down) and s(strange)-quarks octets [2], decuplets and singlets shown in figure 1.3 are
obtained using the eightfold way organization. Mesons are a type of hadron consisting of a quark and
anti-quark, and can also be categorized with the eightfold way. The nonets for pseudoscalar mesons
with JP = 0− are shown in figure 1.4. In the case of baryons the octet is formed for JP = 12
+ and
the decuplet for JP = 32
+, J stands for total angular momentum and P for parity. Note that in the
decuplet Σ∗ refers to Σ(1385) and Ξ∗ to Ξ(1530), different from the ground state Σ and Ξ in the octet.
The discovery of ∆++ was first believed to violate the Pauli principle, which prohibits two or more
identical fermions to occupy the same quantum state simultaneously within a quantum system. The
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solution for this conundrum was the introduction of the color charge. This new quantum property uses
the color mixing analogy. A quark can have a red, green or blue color charge, while the anti-quarks
have the complementary colors. A hadron is always color neutral, which is achieved by adding the
three color charges together in baryons, or color and anti-color in mesons.
QCD αs(Mz) = 0.1185 ± 0.0006
Z pole fit 
0.1
0.2
0.3
αs (Q)
1 10 100
Q [GeV]
Heavy Quarkonia (NLO)
e+e– jets & shapes (res. NNLO)
DIS jets (NLO)
Sept. 2013
Lattice QCD (NNLO)
(N3LO)
τ decays (N3LO)
1000
pp –> jets (NLO)(–)
Figure 1.5: Summary of measurements of αs as a function of the energy scale Q. Different experiment results
are plotted in color described in the figure[3].
It is the color charge and the resulting strong color force which binds quarks or quarks and anti-quarks
into hadrons. The relative strength of the strong force is given by the strong coupling constant, αs.
Despite the name, αs was experimentally found to depend on energy as seen in figure 1.5. The energy
scale, Q, can be interpreted as the inverse distance with the known relation ~c ≈200 MeV fm, which in
natural units has the value 1. This means the strong force coupling increases with distances, resulting
in a constant force between the quarks over distance. This leads to the interpretation of quarks being
"glued" together by the gluons. Increasing the distance between quarks introduces more energy in
the gluon field. At a critical distance enough energy is deposited in the gluon field to create a quark
anti-quark pair, which results in the creation of hadrons carrying the excess energy-momentum, a
process called hadronization. This prevents the investigation of a single free quark and all studies of
quarks must be performed in their bound state. This feature is called confinement. A certain exception
is the top quark which, due to its very heavy mass, undergoes weak decays prior to hadron formation
is possible.
Due to confinement it is impossible to isolate quarks and investigate quarks separately. It is however
possible to excite the hadron and use spectroscopy to study internal dynamics. Similar to the atom,
hadrons also have resonating energy levels. Due to the high excitation energies, resonances decay
most of the time via meson emission, which in return is used to identify the resonance. The process is
called meson production. If the excitation is performed with high energetic photons it is then called
photoproduction. The extremely short life time of the states correlates with a broad natural line width.
This leads to an overlap of states in energy as illustrated in figure 1.6. In this figure, the cross section
of the γp→ X → pi0 p reaction is plotted against photon energy E. The X state includes all resonances
which decay via the pi0 meson emission. The overlap in energy requires sophisticated partial wave
analysis, a technique for solving problems with boundary conditions by decomposing each wave into
its constituent angular momentum components. In figure 1.6, results with associated Breit-Wigner
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Figure 1.6: Total cross section of pi0 photoproduction off protons against photon energy E [4]. Black points show
the experimental results of the Crystal Barrel experiment. Colored lines show the contribution of individual
hadron resonances. Both the N and ∆ resonance consists of up and down type quarks, but the N state have
isospin 1/2 while the ∆ state have 3/2. The mass of the state is written in brackets followed by the total angular
momentum with parity.
resonances are shown using partial wave analysis, which was only possible by also measuring the
angular distribution of the decay particles.
Investigations of hadron excitations is a worldwide endeavor since the quark model emerged. For
baryon spectroscopy, photoproduction experiments are pursued since over two decades at several
major facilities, e.g. the CLAS experiment at JLab1, the Crystal Ball at MAMI2, Crystal Barrel/TAPS
at ELSA and LEPS3 at SPring-84.
time
γ
p
K+
Λ(1405) π
ΣN K
K
Figure 1.7: Possible photoproduction scheme of the Λ(1405) baryonic state. Time propagates from left to right.
1 The Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility (TJNAF), Jefferson Lab or JLab, is a research facility for particle
physics of USA in Newport News
2 Mainz Microtron at Germany
3 Laser Electron Photon Experiment
4 Acronym for Super Photon Ring – 8 GeV located in Japan
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The current quark model only includes states with two or three valence quarks. Exotic states with more
than three quarks, or no valence quarks, so called glueballs, are still not confirmed. However there is
growing evidence. While there were some candidates for such states since 1950, the recent discoveries
of the X(3872) state, a candidate for tetraquark or di-meson molecule, with the Belle experiment [5],
and the Pc(4380/4450) states, with a possible pentaquark configuration, at LHCb [6] in the (hidden)
charm sector have fueled the discussion. The charm quark has a mass of 1.275 GeV and is considered
as a heavy quark. The mass of heavy quark bound systems is dominated by their valence quark mass.
This allows the use of approximations to calculate the charmonium cc¯ bound states, comparable to
the positronium e−e+ states. The predicted states agreed well to the experimentally found states until
the discovery of X(3872). One possible explanation for the discrepancy is that X(3872) in reality
is a bound object of two D mesons and therefore is not described in the charmonium model. In the
much lighter quark sector, with up, down and strange quarks, similar configurations may be found.
A candidate for more then 50 years is the Λ(1405) due to the distorted invariant mass distribution,
called the line shape, deviating from a Breit-Wigner. The state is created just below the free K¯N
production threshold hinting on a possible nucleon-antikaon molecule configuration. This idea is
supported by recent Lattice QCD calculations [7]. Photoproduction is ideally suited to investigate
such states, as illustrated in figure 1.7. To increase the probability of the creation of a bound state, the
momentum transfer to the system should be minimized. This implies very forward-going kaons, while
the Λ(1405) decays almost at rest isotropically. The BGO-OD 5 experiment at the ELSA6 facility is
ideally suited for this. It combines a central calorimeter with almost 4pi acceptance and a spectrometer
for forward-going charged particles. This thesis focuses on the γp→ K+Λ(1405) photoproduction
with the BGO-OD experiment. This includes the optimization of the experiment and analysis for
determination of absolute cross sections, and the measurement of benchmark channels.
The thesis is structured as follows. The BGO-OD experiment is described in section 2. This includes
the hardware setup and the analysis framework. Section 3 discusses the additionally used analysis
tools in this thesis, including the kinematic fit which was implemented during this thesis. Section 4
explains how a absolute cross section is determined. The determination of the photon flux in section
4.2 was an important task during this thesis. Section 5 uses well known meson photoproduction
reactions to test the performance of the cross section determination at the BGO-OD experiment. At
the end in section 6 the focus will shift to Λ(1405), line shape and photoproduction cross section in
particular. In section 7 a summary of the results is provided.
5 Name of the experiment. A combination of the used scintillating crystal made of bismuth germanium oxide in the
calorimeter and an open-dipole magnet in the forward spectrometer.
6 The Electron Stretcher Accelerator in Bonn (Germany)
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Experiment
Meson photoproduction requires high-energy photons. While only energies in the order of eV are
needed to excite an atom, energies in the region of GeV are necessary for nucleon excitation. The
Electron Stretcher Accelerator (ELSA) is used to produce photons of such a magnitude. It accelerates
electrons to energies of up to 3.2 GeV. The accelerator is described in detail in section 2.1. The
electron beam then enters the BGO-OD experimental area where it hits a thin radiator and a real
photon beam with a continuous energy spectrum is produced via bremsstrahlung. After that the
bremsstrahlung photons hit a target, typically filled with liquid hydrogen, acting as a target of free
protons. The decay particles of reactions are then detected with the BGO-OD detector setup, which is
situated around the target cell. BGO-OD is described in section 2.2. Detector signals are processed
with the analysis framework explained in section 2.3
2.1 Electron Stretcher Accelerator (ELSA)
The Electron Stretcher Accelerator (ELSA)[8] is located beneath the Physikalisches Institut building
at the University of Bonn. The facility can be seen in figure 2.1. In the first stage, a thermal gun
releases electrons bound in the cathode material. A potential difference then removes and accelerates
the electrons away from the cathode. The linear accelerator (LINAC) accelerates these electrons to
an energy of approximately 20 MeV before they are inserted into the booster synchrotron. After an
acceleration to at least 0.5 GeV, the electrons are guided into the stretcher ring where they can be
accelerated up to 3.2 GeV.
The stretcher ring is filled in bunches by the booster synchrotron. Accelerating the electrons to a
higher energy begins once the stretcher ring is completely filled. As soon the electrons reach the
required energy, a small part of the beam is extracted and is directed to either the Crystal Barrel[9] or
the BGO-OD experiment as a quasi-continuous beam. This process continues until the stretcher ring
is completely depleted. The filling of the stretcher ring by the booster synchrotron then starts anew.
It is possible to accelerate longitudinally polarized electrons to produce a circular polarized photon
beam. In this case the electrons are polarized vertically so that they do not lose their polarization
during the acceleration in the circular accelerator. Just before the experimental areas, the spin direction
is turned by 90° into the horizontal plane. The source for longitudinally polarized electrons was not
operational during this thesis[10].
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the Electron Stretcher Accelerator [8] in Bonn, showing the main components of the
accelerator and the experimental areas.
BGO ball Open Dipole magnetflux monitoring
e--beam
goniometer
Tagger magnet
Tagger
ARGUSbeam dump
MOMO
SciFi2
forward spectrometer central detector
ToF
driftchambers
Figure 2.2: Overview of the BGO-OD experiment [11]. The electron beam is provided by the ELSA accelerator
and is indicated by an arrow. The central detectors are shown in more detail in figure 2.6 and the forward
spectrometer in figure 2.7.
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2.2 The BGO-OD experiment
The BGO-OD experiment, located at the ELSA facility, was constructed by an international collabora-
tion and is ideally suited to pursue meson photoproduction. An overview of the experiment is depicted
in figure 2.2. The electron beam, which is provided by the ELSA accelerator, hits a radiator inside
the goniometer tank. A real photon beam is then produced via bremsstrahlung (section 2.2.1). These
photons impinge on a target (section 2.2.2) in the center of the experiment, which may lead to hadronic
interactions. The decay particles of such reactions can then be detected by the BGO-ball (section
2.2.3) surrounding the target cell or at forward angles by the forward spectrometer (section 2.2.5).
The acceptance between the central and forward detectors is covered by the intermediate detectors
(section 2.2.4). At the very end of the experiment the photon flux is monitored (section 2.2.6).
Figure 2.3 illustrates the coordinate system used in this thesis. A particle moving in the beam direction
goes in the forward direction and will have a polar angle, θ, of 0° degree. Particles moving opposite
the beam direction will have a polar angle, θ, of 180°. By looking in the beam direction parallel to the
ground floor, particles which are left to the beam have a φ angle of 0° and right to the beam 180°. In
beam direction perpendicular to the floor, particles above the beam have φ =90° and below the beam
line φ =270°. Angles are sometimes shown in the center of mass frame as θCMS or φCMS . Without
any additional suffix θ and φ refer to the laboratory frame.
top
Crystal Barrel
x
y
Φ
beam direction
x-y plane
z
Θ
beam direction
Figure 2.3: Illustration of the coordinate system in the BGO-OD experiment. Dashed line shows an example
vector in this system and the definition of the θ and φ angles. The Crystal Barrel experiment orientation to the
BGO-OD experiment is seen in figure 2.1.
2.2.1 Photon tagging system (Tagger)
Figure 2.4 shows an overview of the tagging system. The bremsstrahlung process takes place inside
the goniometer tank. The goniometer can precisely rotate a wheel with different radiators and align
each to the electron beam. To produce unpolarized photons, three different copper radiators of varying
thicknesses are available: 50 µm, 150 µm or 200 µm. For producing linearly polarized photons, a
diamond radiator of thickness 500 µm is used [12]. The crystalline structure allows the bremsstrahlung
process to distribute the recoil momentum over the full crystal lattice. This enhances the production on
a plane resulting in a linear polarized beam and is known as coherent bremsstrahlung. The incoherent
bremsstrahlung process, where the recoil momentum is transferred to only one atom still takes place.
The resulting bremsstrahlung spectrum is then a mixture of the incoherent 1/Eγ distribution and a
peak structure from the coherent process. For circularly polarized photons, a longitudinally polarized
electron beam is required. Through helicity transfer the bremsstrahlung photons will be circularly
9
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B
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Figure 2.4: Side view of the photon tagging system (Tagger). The electron beam from ELSA e−0 moves from
the left to right. After the bremsstrahlung process the photons γ move in straight line, while the electrons e−f
are deflected by the perpendicular magnetic field ~B. The green rectangles inside the gray area represent each
individual scintillator of the Tagger hodoscope.
polarized.
The bremsstrahlung photon produced on the radiator and the associated post-bremsstrahlung electron
then will enter the Tagger magnet. The magnet creates a magnetic dipole field with around 1 T. Here
the electrons are deflected due to the Lorentz force, which depends on their momentum. Electrons
that did not undergo bremsstrahlung are directed into the beam dump, where they are stopped.
Post-bremsstrahlung electrons are deflected more due to their lower momentum and hit the Tagger
hodoscope, which is segmented into 120 channels and has an acceptance from 10 % to 90 % of the
beam energy. Taking the Lorentz force into account, the energy of the electrons are determined by the
hodoscope segments. The corresponding bremsstrahlung photon has an energy, Eγ, determined from
the energy difference of the beam energy, E0, and detected electron energy, E f [13].
Eγ = E0 − E f (2.1)
The energy resolution of the Tagger is correlated to the photon energy. It ranges from between 0.5 %
E0 for high and 2.2 % E0 for low photon energies [12]. The energy resolution increases for electrons
in the focal plane of the magnet. Only the horizontal part of the Tagger hodoscope is in the focal
plane. The vertical part is outside due to the beam dump. As photons are not affected by the magnetic
field, they traverse unaffected through the beam pipe to the target. The flux of the photon beam is
monitored with the GIM and FluMo detectors at the end of the experiment (see section 2.2.6).
ARGUS
The ARGUS detector was constructed to increase the photon energy resolution which now comple-
ments the Tagger hodoscope. ARGUS uses scintillator fibers to detect electrons. Each fiber covers a
smaller region than one segment of the Tagger, which leads to a more precise position resolution and
thus energy resolution. Measurements showed that the energy resolution of ARGUS is between 0.1 %
to 0.4 % of E0 [14, 15].
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Møller detector
Møller scattering is electron-electron scattering with an asymmetry in the spin orientation, as scattering
with equal spin is suppressed due to the Pauli principle. It is monitored to determine the polarization
of a circularly polarized photon beam. The correlation between bremsstrahlung electron and photon
degree of polarization is well known [16]. It is used to determine the photon polarization from the
measured electron polarization. To measure the electron polarization via Møller scattering, a polarized
electron target is needed. At the BGO-OD experiment the outer shell electrons in a ferromagnetic
foil are polarized using a magnetic field. This foil also doubles as a radiator for the bremsstrahlung
process, which allows in situ measurements of the polarization during the standard data taking. The
Møller detector consists of four small lead glass detectors for electron identification. This detector is
positioned outside the plane where the bremsstrahlung electrons traverse and is used to detect Møller
scattering pairs. The asymmetry rate then determines the polarization [17].
2.2.2 Target
Mylar windows (0.12 mm)
target set
 50 mm
 61 mm
γ beam
Figure 2.5: Scheme of the target cell. A side view perpendicular to the beam direction is shown. The complete
target is in a vacuum. The blue area is filled with the liquid hydrogen or deuterium. The shown dimensions are
for the shorter target cell used in the analysis.
At the BGO-OD experiment the target can be liquid hydrogen, deuterium or a solid target. The solid
target is not inside the vacuum beam pipe. For this target the photon beam pipe ends after the beam
dump. For the liquid hydrogen and deuterium targets, a cryostat system is set up, as both need a
temperature of some tens of Kelvin to liquefy. The scheme of the target cell, which holds the liquefied
gas, can be seen in figure 2.5. The complete target cell is inside the vacuum beam pipe, so only the
liquefied gas and the Mylar1 windows interact with the photon beam. The shown target cell is 5 cm
long, which was replaced by a 10 cm long cell in January 2018. In this thesis only data with the 5 cm
cell filled with hydrogen were analyzed. The Mylar windows are 0.12 mm thick and expand outwards
due to the pressure difference by around 5.5 mm. This creates an effective target size of 6.1 cm for the
5 cm cell and 11.1 cm for the 10 cm cell.
2.2.3 Central Detectors
The photons travel with the beam pipe until they impinge upon the target cell, which is at the center
of the BGO ball. A slice view of the BGO ball is shown in figure 2.6. Surrounding the target is a
cylindrical multi-wire proportional chamber (MWPC). This gas detector is used to identify tracks
1 Mylar is a manufacturer for foil made of polyethylene terephthalate
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Figure 2.6: Slice view of the BGO ball. The Photon beam direction is from left to right. The detector details
and positions are indicated in the figure.
of charged particles [18]. The Scintillating Barrel, usually referred to as just the Barrel, surrounds
the MWPC and is used for particle identification. The BGO calorimeter surrounding these detectors
measures the kinetic energy of particles.
Multi-wire proportional chamber (MWPC)
The MWPC detector refers to two detectors: an inner and outer MWPC, which are used for charged
particle tracking [19]. The chambers are constructed in a coaxial cylindrical configuration. The
cathodes of this detector are divided into strips with an orientation of 45° for the inner cathodes and
−45◦ for the outer cathodes relative to the wires. This allows position determination with only one
chamber. The detector covers all φ angles and θ angles between 16° to 155°, which means it has an
overlap with the SciRi detector acceptance. In this thesis the MWPC is not used for analysis.
Scintillator Barrel
Surrounding the MWPC are 32 thin plastic scintillator bars of 5 mm thickness arranged in the
form of a cylindrical barrel. This detector is used to identify charged particles and measure energy
deposition. The energy deposited is only a fraction of the total energy and can be used together with
the total deposited energy in the BGO calorimeter for particle identification. Unfortunately the single
scintillators are not calibrated yet and this information is not accessible in this thesis. The detector
response to a particle however is an indication that the particle was charged and is used to differentiate
between charged and neutral particles. The 32 bars divide the φ acceptance of the detector into 11.25°
segments. One bar covers the θ angles from 25° to 155° [20].
BGO calorimeter
The BGO calorimeter consisting out of 480 bismuth germanium oxide (BGO) crystals is used to
measure the kinetic energy and direction of particles. It was originally used in the GRAAL experiment
and is optimized for photon detection [21]. The BGO calorimeter has 15 sectors in θ, covering the
12
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angles from 25° to 155°. Each crystal is 24 cm long which correspond to approximately 21 radiation
lengths covering ∆φ =11.25° for azimuth and ∆θ =6° to 10° in polar angle. The advantage of bismuth
germanate as a scintillator is the good energy resolution and a small radiation length. The light
readout is done via photomultiplier tubes (PMT). With the BGO ball it is possible to measure the
kinetic energy of charged particles and photons. High energetic photons create an electromagnetic
shower via pair production, Compton scattering and photoelectric effect. The BGO crystal size were
optimized with these processes in mind. With the photon energy deposited over multiple crystals the
angular resolution of the photon is better than the individual crystal size. More information on the
identification of particles in the BGO calorimeter can be found in section 2.3.5.
BGO-ball
SciFi2
MOMO
Driftchambers
Open Dipole Magnet
ToF walls
SciRi
Daisy
XY U V XY U V
x
z
Figure 2.7: Top view of the BGO-OD experiment. The blue line shows the trajectory of a typical charged
particle in the magnetic field of the open dipole magnet. The drift chamber ’Y’ has the wires horizontally
orientated, while the drift chamber ’X’ has vertical orientation. Drift chambers ’U’ and ’V’ are rotated by ±9°
relatively to the ’X’ chamber. Other detectors are explained in more detail in the text.
2.2.4 Intermediate Detectors
Particles moving in a forward direction with θ lower than 25° are outside of the BGO detector
acceptance. In the θ region of 10° to 25°, charged particles are detected by the intermediate detectors,
Daisy and SciRi, shown in figure 2.7. Both detectors are placed between MOMO and the BGO
calorimeter.
SciRi
The Scintillating Ring (SciRi) was built to plug the θ acceptance hole of 10° to 25°. It consists of 96
plastic scintillators with 32 divisions in φ and 3 segments in θ. The read out is done using avalanche
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Figure 2.8: Particle position distribution measured by MOMO and SciFi2. The colors indicate the intensity.
photo-diodes generously provided by the Crystal Barrel experiment [22].
Daisy
The Daisy detector consists of multi-gap resistive plate chambers (MRPC). This detector is under
commission and will cover θ from 8° to 25° [23]. The advantage of this detector is the high-detection
efficiency, accurate θ measurement and a time resolution of approximately 50 ps, which will allow for
time-of-flight measurements.
2.2.5 Forward Spectrometer
If the θ angle of a charged particle is smaller than 10°, the momentum and time of flight are measured
with the forward spectrometer. An overview of the spectrometer can be seen in figure 2.7. The open
dipole magnet is used to deflect charged particles with its magnetic field. Tracking detectors before
and after the magnet measure the particle direction from which the momentum can then be determined.
Downstream of the open dipole magnet, three scintillator walls (ToF) are used to measure the time of
flight which is used for particle identification [24–27].
MOMO and SciFi2
MOMO and SciFi2 are both scintillating fiber detectors which are used to measure the particle
direction upstream of the magnet. The readout of the light is done via PMTs with strong shielding
against magnetic fields [24]. In figures 2.8 the distribution of measured particles in the MOMO and
SciFi2 are shown. The difference in shape between MOMO and SciFi2 is the result of the scintillating
fiber orientation.
Open Dipole Magnet
The open dipole magnet used in the BGO-OD experiment is on permanent loan from DESY. It
produces a magnetic field up to 0.4 T and also has a fringe field in the close proximity. This fringe
field, unfortunately, negatively impacts PMTs by reducing their overall gain [25].
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Drift chambers
The particle trajectory downstream from the magnet is measured with 8 drift chambers. Each chamber
consists of 2 layers, each with a series of parallel wires. The orientation of these wires is described in
figure 2.7 together with their positions[26].
ToF
Three walls with horizontal plastic scintillator bars are used to measure the time of flight. These
bars are read out with a PMT on each end. This allows for the determination of the horizontal hit
position of the particle from the time difference between the two PMTs, which are at either end of the
scintillator. The vertical position is given by the bar position. The time information from the Tagger
is used as a start for the time of flight measurement [27]. The distance between Tagger and target is
subtracted from this time.
2.2.6 Flux monitors
The photon flux is monitored at the end of the experiment by the GIM2 and FluMo3 detectors [28],[29]
as seen in figure 2.9. The photon flux determination is explained in more detail in section 4.2.
γ
e+-e- pair
Photomultiplier Organic Scintillator Lead Glass
FluMo GIM
Figure 2.9: Overview of the flux monitors. The color scheme in the figure shows the components of the detectors.
The photon beam moves from left to right. The photons will not be detected in the FluMo detector in contrast to
the electron positron pairs.
FluMo
The FluMo is used to monitor the photon flux during data taking. It consists of 5 small scintillator
detectors. The photon detection is done indirectly through electron-positron production. Everything
between the open dipole magnet and the detector is used as conversion material for this process. The
electronic signal for electron-positron pairs is twice as high compared to single electron. With this the
events can be clearly identified. The probability for the electron-positron event to occur is determined
using the GIM detector. Knowing this, the FluMo counts a number of events proportional to the
number of photons.
2 Gamma Intensity Monitor
3 Flux Monitor
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GIM
The GIM detector located behind the FluMo detector is a lead glass detector with photomultiplier
readout. This type of detector has almost 100 % detection efficiency. While it is possible to detect
photons with this detector accurately, the high photon flux during data taking reduces the efficiency due
to dead time effects. Using lower beam currents this detector is used to determine electron-positron
conversion ratio for the FluMo detector.
2.3 Particle identification and momentum determination
The identification of particles in the BGO-OD experiment using the aforementioned detectors is shown
here in more detail. The flux monitors are needed to monitor the photon beam flux, which is not part
of a reaction identification, but is crucial for the cross section determination and thus is explained later
in section 4.2.
2.3.1 ExPlORA analysis framework for real and simulated data
Most of the analysis at the BGO-OD experiment begins with the ExPlORA 4 framework. This is
thoroughly explained in more detail in the PhD thesis of Oliver Freyermuth [30]. ExPlORA is a C++
extension to the ROOT library. It is used to analyse raw data as well as simulated data.
Simulation data is achieved by two steps. First the kinematics of a reaction are calculated and the
first generation particles are created at nominal positions using an event generator. This includes a
post-bremsstrahlung electron at the radiator position for the Tagger and the final-state particles of the
reaction before the decay.
Afterwards the particle decay and energy deposit is simulated via Monte Carlo methods. For this
the complete BGO-OD experiment geometry and magnetic fields are implemented in the ExPlORA
framework. Geant45 is used to simulate particle passage through material and subsequent reactions
[31]. From this the deposited energy in each active material of a detector can be determined. If the
energy exceeds a set threshold a detector hit is created and a raw data tree similar to real data is built.
From this point on, the analysis follows the same steps as real data described in section 2.3.3.
2.3.2 Particle acceptance overview
For reaction identification the Tagger is crucial to measure the initial photon energy. The target proton
is assumed to be at rest. With this the center of mass energy state of the reaction is determined. In
figure 2.10 the detectors used to identify the final-state of the reaction are shown. In this thesis the
MWPC and MRPC are not used and thus not drawn. The complete detector system is divided into
regions depending on the θ acceptance. Particles with θ from 2° to 10° will be detected in the Forward
Region, which is covered by the forward spectrometer. Charged particles with θ from 10° to 25° are
detected in the Intermediate Region by SciRi. This plastic scintillator detector only records the particle
position. The region from 25° to 155° is the Central Region and is the only region with efficient
neutral particle detection. The main detector here is the BGO calorimeter, which is an excellent
photon detector. The Barrel in front of the calorimeter crystals allows for charge identification.
4 Extended Pluggable Objectoriented ROOT-ified Analysis
5 Geometry and Tracking 4 is a toolkit for Monte-Carlo method of particles passage through matter
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Figure 2.10: Overview of the detector polar angle acceptance. This figure is not to scale. The identification
of the particles is divided into three different regions, and the areas are colored depending on the detection
mechanism.
2.3.3 Hits, Clusters and Tracks
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Figure 2.11: Picture shows basic reconstruction of a particle track. Hits(green) are added to form a cluster(red).
Clusters in different detectors are used to determine the track of the particle.
The definition of a hit, cluster and track are elaborated in this section. Each detector segment registers
a hit if the electrical signal corresponding to the deposited energy exceeds a preset threshold. A
cluster is a combination of hits. It adds all activated detector segments corresponding to the same
particle, usually due to their space and time correlation. The size of the cluster depends on the detector
geometry and particle type. With the construction of clusters the detector space resolution improves
in comparison to a single segment size. Figure 2.11 illustrates the relationship between hit, cluster
and track.
Tracks can be formed with the clusters and hits from different detectors. All the information from the
detectors inside the same acceptance region shown in figure 2.10 are combined into a single track. For
the forward spectrometer, SciFi2 and MOMO are used to identify the particle trajectory before the
open dipole magnet while the drift chambers and ToF wall are responsible for the trajectory after the
magnet. This allows for a good tracking of the particle from target to ToF walls. Not all track types
have the same saved parameters. The intermediate tracks only consists of SciRi detector hits. In this
17
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track type involved detectors measured parameters
Tagger track Tagger initial photon energy Eγ
ARGUS
Central track BGO kinetic energy
Barrel position
discriminates charged and neutral particles
Intermediate track SciRi position
Forward track MOMO momentum
SciFi2 direction
Drift chambers time of flight
ToF charge
Table 2.1: Different tracks constructed from involved detectors and the provided information. Every detector
has a time information correlated to the trigger and is not listed in this table as a separate point.
case the trajectory of the track originates from the center of the target. Table 2.1 lists the tracks types
and descriptions. The tracks are described into more detail in the following sections. The Tagger
tracks in section 2.3.4, central tracks in section 2.3.5, intermediate tracks in section 2.3.6 and forward
tracks in section 2.3.7.
2.3.4 Tagger tracks
The tagger tracks are the combined information of the Tagger and the ARGUS detector. In the region
where both detectors overlap, the ARGUS detector is used to determine the initial photon energy, Eγ.
If ARGUS has no coincidence in time with the Tagger, only the Tagger information is used and the
ARGUS cluster is ignored.
In figure 2.15(a) the tagger track time distribution to the event trigger is shown. The ARGUS has a
worse time resolution in comparison to the Tagger, and so a Tagger cluster is mandatory for a tagger
track. The peaks represent the electron bunch structure in the 500 MHz accelerator. Aside from the
prompt peak at time from −1 ns to 1 ns, the peaks do not have any correlation with hadronic events
and are just accidental coincidences. These events are removed by a time selection cut from −1.5 ns
to 1.5 ns marked by the red lines.
2.3.5 Central tracks
For the central tracks the information from the BGO and Barrel detector are combined. The BGO is
an electromagnetic calorimeter and thus is optimized for photon and electron detection. Part of the
BGO calorimeter is shown in figure 2.12. The left picture illustrates a proton depositing energy in
only one crystal. Heavy charged particles such as protons, pi± and K± lose their energy mostly via
Bethe-Bloch ionization. The resulting direction resolution of these particles is limited by the crystal
size. The right figure shows a photon depositing energy in multiple crystals due to the creation of
an electromagnetic shower via pair production and bremsstrahlung. In this case, the direction of the
photon cluster is determined by all detector segments weighted by their measured energy.
Clusters are formed from the single crystal hits in the BGO calorimeter, using space and time
correlation. The total energy in the cluster against the number of hits forming the cluster are plotted
in figure 2.13. With higher energy photons, the electromagnetic shower distribute more energy over
multiple crystals. In theory the transverse shower development is given by the Molière radius and is
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Figure 2.12: Creation of clusters in the BGO calorimeter. The yellow area marks individual scintillator crystals.
The deposited energy is read out by the photomultiplier (PMT), which are marked by black boxes. The PMT
channel is drawn against measured energy right to the PMT. The illustration shows how proton (left) and photon
(right) deposit their energy in the calorimeter.
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Figure 2.13: Cluster energy against number of hits in a cluster in the BGO calorimeter.
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energy independent [3]. The expectation would be that the cluster size would be constant over energy.
In reality the shower is of statistical nature and each detector segment suppresses low energy signals
to remove detector noise. With higher photon energy, more segments surpass this threshold, thus the
number of hits in cluster rises. The vertical line for exactly one hit in the cluster is due to the heavy
charged particles, as they only deposit their energy in one or two crystals. This information is not
used during the event identification, because it reduces the statistics as there is no clear discrimination
between both possibilities.
100− 0 100
 difference [deg]φBGO - Barrel 
0
10000
20000
30000
40000
50000
60000
Figure 2.14: Barrel hit and BGO cluster φ differ-
ence. The red line marks the selection cut for the
interpretation of a coincidence between both.
In figure 2.12 a typical photon cluster is seen in the
right figure. For a single event the energy deposited in
the crystals is not perfectly Gaussian distributed due
to the statistical nature of the electromagnetic shower
development. This can lead to a split-off cluster. A
detector registers hits only if the deposited energy
exceeds a preset threshold. If the threshold in the
figure is higher then the energy deposited for segment
number 2, the segment signal number 1 will not be
distinguishable from a low energetic proton. Thus
two separate clusters can be registered from only one
photon.
The BGO clusters are combined with the hits in the
scintillating Barrel to form central tracks. The asso-
ciation of the two is done via the φ angle and time
difference. The phi difference between both detector
hits is shown in figure 2.14. The red lines mark the
angle difference selection cut of −20° to 20°. The regularly appearing spikes are 11.25° apart and are
created by heavy charged particles depositing energy in only one crystal, which limits the φ resolution
to the crystal size.
The final central tracks are created by removing all tracks which are not coincident with the triggered
initial photon. The time distribution relative to the trigger can be seen in figure 2.15(b). The time
difference between the bremsstrahlung event and the associated hadron event is subtracted together
with the target to the calorimeter distance. This results in a time distribution centered around zero and
events between −5 ns to 5 ns are selected for further analysis.
2.3.6 Intermediate Tracks
The intermediate tracks usually consist of a single SciRi hit. Clusters in SciRi are only formed by
particles which pass exactly between two scintillators, which only happens in 4 % of the events. Due
to the avalanche photodiode readout of the detector, the detector time resolution is limited compared
to a photomultiplier readout. The time distribution is seen in figure 2.15(c), with a selection cut of
−50 ns to 50 ns applied. The avalanche photodiode was originally designed for inorganic scintillators
with higher light output and needed adjustments. The energy resolution of this diode was sacrificed in
favor of detection efficiency, therefore the energy information can not be used reliably for particle
identification.
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Figure 2.15: Time distribution correlated to the trigger with time selection cuts marked by red lines. (a) through
(c) show different detector regions. The time offset between trigger attempt and detector hit is already subtracted
from the time difference.
2.3.7 Forward Tracks
The forward tracks combine information from MOMO, SciFi2, drift chambers and ToF walls. Com-
plete overview of the detectors is seen in figure 2.7. The track before the open dipole magnet using the
SciFi2 and MOMO detector is mandatory to form a track. The particle trajectory is determined before
the magnet using the SciFi2 and MOMO. All particles not originating from the target are rejected.
All tracks require at least one cluster in the ToF walls[32]. Hits in the three ToF walls are added to a
cluster provided the position and time of the hits agree. The trajectory from MOMO and SciFi2 are
extrapolated to the ToF z-position and the y-difference is used for ToF cluster association. The first
estimate on the track trajectory after the magnet is then determined by the extrapolated MOMO and
SciFi2 track to the magnet center and the ToF position. To this trajectory the closest drift chambers
hits are associated. Afterwards the track is fitted to archive optimal results, which includes energy loss
due to Bethe-Bloch ionization.
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Figure 2.16: Number of ToF walls in a forward track.
The BGO-OD experiment has three separate ToF walls. In figure 2.16 the number of ToF walls in
a complete track are shown. Tracks with only one ToF wall are more common as particles with
low momentum are stopped by the first wall. In figures 2.17(b) and 2.17(a) the number of drift
chambers inside a forward track are shown for two different running periods. In the November 2015
running period, the drift chamber efficiency was lower than usual, which resulted in poor identification
efficiency if all drift chambers are required for the track. The problem was identified and corrected in
the April 2017 running period. In this thesis both running periods are used to analyse data.
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Figure 2.17: Number of drift chambers in a forward track for different running periods. (a) shows the November
2015 running period, where the drift chambers were less efficient then usual due to lower high voltage. As such
the distribution is shifted to the left. For track identification not all 8 drift chambers are required.
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Figure 2.18: Particle velocity β vs MOMO and SciFi2 time. The high rate in the Tagger leads to accidental
coincidences visible as peaks next to the β-time relation in (a). In (b) these combinatorics are removed by a
selection cut. In (c) the time cut is more narrow removing more wrong combinations.
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Figure 2.19: Particle velocity β against momentum in the forward spectrometer. The relation between velocity
and momentum can be used to identify particle types. In (a) all forward tracks are seen. The wrong combinations
are removed in (b) by the time selection cut of figure 2.18(b). (c) shows the distribution after the more restricted
cut in figure 2.18(c). The visible lines correspond to the particle type. From top to bottom the particles are:
electrons/pions, kaons, protons and deuterons.
For the time of flight, the ToF walls only measure the time at the end of the track. The Tagger time is
used as a start time for the track. Time of flight for a low energetic proton can reach up to 40 ns. With
such a big time window accidental coincidences can occur. In figure 2.18(a) the particle velocity β is
plotted with respect to the time from MOMO and SciFi2. The correlation between time and velocity
is particle type independent and can thus be used to reduce accidental coincidences. Some times the
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wrong bremsstrahlung electron is used as the start time for the β determination, which is represented
by additional peaks next to the expected β-time correlation. Wrong electron bunches can be removed
by cutting into the two dimensional distribution shown in figure 2.18(b). This improves the β against
momentum, p, distribution shown in figure 2.19(b). There is clear correlation between velocity and
momentum, which is depending on particle mass m:
m =
√( p
β
)2
− p2 (2.2)
In figure 2.20 the particle mass determined from velocity β and momentum is drawn after the time
selection cut. If the time selection cut is made more narrow like in figure 2.18(c), the β against
momentum plot improves further as is seen in figure 2.19(c). Due to the reduction of statistic this
narrow cut is not used.
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Figure 2.20: Particle mass determined from β and momentum. To reduce background only particles with
momentum smaller then 900 MeV and the selection cut from figure 2.18(c) were used. Visible peaks correspond
to particles in the figure. The deuteron peak originates from the target windows.
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CHAPTER 3
Analysis tools
This chapter shows the analysis techniques and tools used in this thesis. The basis for all analyses
are the kinematic relations shown in section 3.1. For this thesis the improvement of the resolution of
measured energy and momentum was mandatory to investigate more complex reactions. This was
achieved with a kinematic fit, which was implemented into the ExPlORA framework during this thesis,
and is explained in section 3.2. To extract the cross section of a reaction, the signal must be separated
from a background of other hadronic reactions. This was achieved with the RooFit[33] library of the
ROOT package, explained in section 3.3.
3.1 Kinematic relations
The trajectory of a particle can be described by its four-momentum. The single components of the
four-momentum for a particle, a, are written as:
a =

E
px
py
pz
 =

E
~p
 (3.1)
With the mass of the particle m defined by its energy E and momentum ~p as
√
E2 − (~p)2. With this
definition the initial state for photoproduction in the BGO-OD experiment coordinate system (cf.
section 2.2) can be written as: 
Eγ
0
0
Eγ
 +

mp
0
0
0
 = γi + pi (3.2)
With initial photon γi energy Eγ and proton pi mass mp. This assumes a beam along the z-axis and
target proton at rest. As an example, 4-momentum conservation requires that the reaction, γp→ pi0 p,
fulfills:
γi + pi = pi
0
f + pf = γ
1
f + γ
2
f + pf (3.3)
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In this example, the pi0 decays into two photons. The invariant mass of the two photons yield the pi0
mass and can be used to identify the pi0 particle at the final-state:
γγ invariant mass : |γ1f + γ2f | = mpi0 (3.4)
If a particle was not detected, it is possible to determine the missing four-momentum and from this
the missing mass. A missing proton in the same example reaction can be determined with the two
final-state photons and the initial state:
missing mass to γγ : |γi + pi − γ1f − γ2f | = |pf | = mp (3.5)
Most identifications in this thesis require the detection of all particles. In such cases the missing mass
in the total reaction can be determined by subtracting the initial state mass and final-state mass:
total missing mass : |initial state| − | f inal state| = Wi −W f = |γi + pi| − |pi0f + pf | = 0 (3.6)
Here W is the mass in the center of mass frame, which can be determined from either the initial or
final-state. This equation will be referred to as total missing mass during the identification in section
5.
Using the direction information and the momentum conservation of a reaction can be used to calculate
the momentum of up to three particles[22]. The only remaining degree of freedom is energy conserva-
tion, which is not fulfilled if the wrong masses are associated to the particles. The determination of
the momentum in this way ignores the angular resolution of the detectors, which leads to uncertainties
in the momentum calculation. Including the detector resolution of the angle and momentum allows a
likelihood fitting to the optimal values. This procedure is referred to as kinematic fit.
3.2 Kinematic fit
The measured direction, momentum or energy information of a detected particle always differ from its
true value due to the detector resolutions. All reactions fulfill momentum and energy conservation and
these constraints can be used to improve the detector resolution. This method is called a kinematic
fit and was implemented in the BGO-OD software framework ExPlORA as part of this thesis. A
summary is presented here. For a detailed description of kinematic fitter see the lecture notes of Paul
Avery [34].
3.2.1 Theory
The kinematic fit uses the method of Lagrange multiplier to find the solution. This method generally
describes the solution of a mathematical problem where a multidimensional function is maximized or
minimized while a set condition is fulfilled. As an example, consider the function f (x, y) = yx which
must be maximized, while y2 + x2 = 18 is fulfilled. By introducing a new variable, λ, one can form
the Lagrange function L(x, y, λ) (3.7).
L(x, y, λ) = f (x, y) + λ(condition)
L(x, y, λ) = yx + λ(y2 + x2 − 18) (3.7)
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With the introduction of the variable λ it can be shown that δL(x,y,λ)δy =
δL(x,y,λ)
δx =
δL(x,y,λ)
δλ = 0. In the
previous example one gains three equations (3.8).
δL(x, y, λ)
δy
= x + λ2y = 0→ λ = − x
2y
δL(x, y, λ)
δx
= y + λ2x = 0→ λ = − y
2x
→ x2 = y2
δL(x, y, λ)
δλ
= y2 + x2 − 18 = 0→ {x1,2 = ±3, y1,2 = ±3} (3.8)
From these equations the solutions {x1,2 = ±3, y1,2 = ±3} are obtained. After inserting the solutions
into f (x, y) the correct results f (3, 3) and f (−3,−3) are confirmed. The constraint was quadratic, so
two solutions are obtained, which is not desirable in a kinematic fit. To use the method of Lagrange
multiplier in the kinematic fit some adjustments and assumptions needs to be applied.
First, the function to be minimized, χ2, (3.9) is defined. This is the summed difference of all measured
parameters, yl, and expected parameters, fl(α), divided by the known standard deviation σl of that
parameter. By minimizing this function, a simple least squares fitting is achieved. The expected values
fl(α) are obtained during the fit and fulfill the constraints. One important point is that it is assumed
that the error of the parameters are Gaussian distributed. If one of the parameters is not Gaussian
distributed the following approximations will result in a non optimal solution.
χ2 =
∑
l
(yl − fl(α))2
σ2l
(3.9)
One important approximation in the kinematic fit is the assumption that the expected value fl(α) does
not deviate significantly from the measured value yl to allow a linear approximation of the fl(α) (3.10)
function by using a first order Taylor expansion.
fl(α) = fl(αA) +
∑
i
(αi − αiA)
δ fl(α)
δαi
≡ flA +
∑
i
Aliηi
⇒ χ2 ≡
∑
l
(∆yl −
∑
i Aliηi)
2
σ2l
(3.10)
With further steps, the matrix form of χ2 (3.11) can be formulated[35]. This introduces the error
covariance matrix V−1y , defined by cov(xi, x j) ≡ Vxi j = 〈(xi − x¯i)(x j − x¯ j)〉 ≡ 〈δxiδx j〉.
χ2 = (∆y − Aα)tV−1y (∆y − Aα) (3.11)
The constraints on the kinematic fit are usually energy and momentum conservation, but for now
the generic constraint vector H(α) = 0 is introduced. With a similar argument as for the χ2, a linear
approximation of H(α) around point αA (3.12) is formed.
H(αA) +
δH(αA)
δα
(α − αA) ≡ d + Dδα = 0 (3.12)
With both χ2 and H(α) linearized, the method of Lagrange multiplier has only one solution. The
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Lagrange function is defined by equation (3.13). One can rewrite this equation as equation (3.14) by
splitting the constant part from χ2. The goal is the minimization of χ2 and not the absolute value, so
the constant part of χ2 can be ignored. The Lagrange function for the kinematic fit is then constructed
(3.14).
χ2 = (∆y − Aα)tV−1y (∆y − Aα) + 2λt(d + Dδα) (3.13)
χ2 = (∆y − Aα0)tV−1y (∆y − Aα0) + (α − α0)tV−1α0 (α − α0)
+2λt(d + Dδα)
χ2 = (α − α0)tV−1α0 (α − α0) + 2λt(d + Dδα) (3.14)
With the derivatives δχ
2
δα = 0 and
δχ2
δλ = 0, the Lagrange function can be solved, resulting in equation
(3.15) [34]. δα0 = α0 − αA where αA is the evaluation point for the Taylor expansion and α0 are the
measured values.
→ VD = (DVα0DT)−1
→ λ = VD(Dδα0 + d)
→ α = α0 − Vα0DTλ
→ Vα = Vα0 − Vα0DTVDDVα0
⇒ χ2 = λTV−1D λ = λT (Dδα0 + d) (3.15)
Simple Example: pi0 → 2γ
To calculate the expected values, α, first the measured vector, α0, and its covariance matrix, Vα0 is set.
As an example, consider two photons produced in a pi0 decay. The α0 vector would be formed out of
these two measured photons four-momentum α0 = {α01,α02}. Together with the covariance matrix Vα0
the vectors and matrix would look like equation (3.16).
α01 =

px1
py1
pz1
E1
 α02 =

px2
py2
pz2
E2
 Vα0 =

(δpx1)
2
δpx1δp
y
1 . . . δp
x
1δE2
δpx1δp
y
1
. . .
...
...
. . . δE2δp
z
2
δE2δp
x
1 . . . δE2δp
z
2 (δE2)
2

(3.16)
The constraint in this example is the invariant mass of the two photons, which should equal the pi0
mass. The constraint vector, H(α), has only one dimension:
H(α) = 0 = (E1 + E2)
2 − (px1 + px2)2 − (py1 + py2)2 − (pz1 + pz2)2 − m2pi0 (3.17)
The constraint is approximated around the point αA, which here is equal to α0. The mass of a photon
is zero, so one can also write equation (3.18) for the d vector. Then D is given by equation (3.19).
H(α0) = 0 = E1E2 − px1 px2 − py1 py2 − pz1 pz2 −
1
2
m2
pi0
= d (3.18)
D =
δH(α0)
δα
= (−px2,−py2,−pz2, E2, 0, 0, 0,−px1,−py1,−pz1, E1, 0, 0, 0) (3.19)
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From this the kinematic fit can be solved with the equations (3.15) in the given order.
Error handling
After the kinematic fit, the fitted parameters fulfill the set constraints. The deviation of the fitted
parameters to their initial values is expressed by the pull distribution, fpull, which is normalized by
equation (3.20). If the parameter errors are well understood, the pull distributions will be a Gaussian
function with a width of sigma equal one. If sigma is smaller than one, the estimated parameter error
is too big and vice versa. Note that a non Gaussian error distribution will also lead to a non Gaussian
pull distribution.
fpull =
α0 − α√
σ2α0 − σ2α
(3.20)
The distribution of χ2 is dependent on the number of degrees of freedom, d f , which is generally the
number of constraints minus the number of parameters to be fitted. This is illustrated by figure 3.1. For
d f > 2 the distribution has a maximum point at d f − 2. To have a comparable distribution for different
degrees of freedom, the confidence level P(χ2), can be defined by equation (3.21). The resulting
distribution is ideally flat if all set parameter errors are correct. Failed fit results where the constraints
could not be fulfilled can then be removed by a selection cut on the confidence level. Examples for χ2,
confidence level and pull distributions are shown in section 5.1.1 for the γp→ X → pi0 p reaction.
P(χ2, d f ) =
1
Γ(d f /2)
∫ ∞
χ2/2
td f /2−1e−tdt (3.21)
0 54321 6 7 χ²
df=1
df=2
df=3
df=4
df=5
Figure 3.1: χ2 distributions for different degree of freedom d f . Each line represents a different degree of
freedom.
3.2.2 Implementation
The kinematic fit was implemented in the ExPlORA framework. This framework combines C++
based plug-ins with an xml interface, allowing for a fast change without the need to recompile. Of
course this only works if the C++ plug-ins are also written accordingly. The kinematic fit therefore
needs to be easily configurable to the analysis requirements. A first version of a kinematic fit was
implemented in the BGO-OD experiment with the name BT KinematicFitter during this thesis.
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Parameter
For each particle, seven fit parameter are definable. The definition of these parameters differ in the
direction and vertex fit mode of BT KinematicFitter. In equation (3.22) the fitting parameter for a
particle i are shown.
direction fit vertex fit
Pˆix
Pˆiy
Pˆiz
|~Pi|
V ix(unused)
V iy(unused)
V iz(unused)


Dix
Diy
Diz
|~Pi|
V ix
V iy
V iz

(3.22)
During the direction fit, it is assumed that the reaction took place at the center of the target (0,0,0).
The only remaining fitting parameters are then the particle direction unit vector (Pˆix, Pˆ
i
y, Pˆ
i
z) and the
momentum |~Pi|. With the known particle mass mi, the energy is determined from the momentum
during the fit by Ei =
√
~Pi
2
+ m2i . In the vertex fit the fit parameters are detector position, D, vertex
position, V , and momentum |~Pi|. The particle direction Pˆk is calculated by (Dk−Vk)/|~D− ~V |. With this
the vertex position is part of the momentum and energy definition. The four-momentum definitions
are summarized in table 3.1.
Component direction fit vertex fit
Px Pˆx · |~P| (Dx−Vx)|~D−~V | · |~P|
Py Pˆy · |~P| (Dy−Vy)|~D−~V | · |~P|
Pz Pˆz · |~P| (Dz−Vz)|~D−~V | · |~P|
Energy
√
~P2 + m2
√
~P2 + m2
Table 3.1: 4-Momentum definitions for the kinematic fit
Kinematic constraints
The possible constraints for BT KinematicFitter are 4-momentum conservation, missing mass and
invariant mass constraint. Single particle mass conservation is already fixed by the energy definition.
The 4-momentum conservation constraints is defined by equation (3.23). The number of initial
particles is N1, while the number of particles in the final-state is N2.
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0 =
N1∑
i
Eiinitial −
N2∑
i
Eif inal
0 =
N1∑
i
~Piinitial −
N2∑
i
~Pif inal (3.23)
If a particle with known mass Mmiss is missing, a missing mass constraint can be defined by equation
(3.24):
0 = (
N1∑
i
Eiinitial −
N2∑
i
Eif inal)
2 − (
N1∑
i
~Piinitial −
N2∑
i
~Pif inal)
2 − M2miss (3.24)
Should N particles be a decay product of a particle with Mcomposed, a similar constraint can be added
to the existing constraints with equation (3.25).
0 = (
N∑
i
Ei)2 − (
N∑
i
~Pi)2 − M2composed (3.25)
H(αA) derivative
BT KinematicFitter uses numerical derivatives even though the function derivative can be easily
calculated by hand and predefined in the code. The first reason for this is that a numerical derivative
could be implemented faster. Secondly, the parameter definitions can be changed fast without the
need to change their derivative. Additionally, errors due to the numerical derivative have no influence
on the fit if the start value, αA, is the expected value, which is achieved by multiple iterations.
Iterations
At the start, αA is equal to the measured values α0. After the kinematic fit calculation, the expected
values α are used as αA for the next iteration. Only with linear constraints and parameter definitions
one can assume that the solution is found with only one iteration, due to the used approximations.
BT KinematicFitter uses non linear parameters and constraint definitions, so one will approach the
real expected value, α, only with multiple iterations. If the constraints are fulfilled the fitting procedure
stops. In figure 3.2 an example distribution can be seen for the required number of iterations.
3.2.3 Example Reaction: γp→ K+Σ0
To demonstrate the BT KinematicFitter, identification of the γp → K+Σ0 reactions is shown. The
K+Σ0 → K+Λγ final-state decays with a branching ratio of (63.9 ± 0.5) % into the K+ ppi−γ state.
This final-state can be identified with the BGO-OD experiment.
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Number of iterations until constraints fulfilled
Figure 3.2: Number of iterations needed to find a solution where the result fulfills the set constraints below an
allowed value.
Identification procedure
The identification procedure is explained in section 5.1.3 in more detail. The invariant mass of the
ppi−γ state for all combinations can be seen in the left of figure 3.3. A small peak at around 1190 MeV
is visible, which is close to the expected Σ0 mass of 1193 MeV.
Figure 3.3: Invariant mass of the ppi−γ state. Comparison between all combinations(left), after kinematic
fit(middle) and kinematic fit results after confidence level cut of >1 % (right).
Kinematic fit influence
For the kinematic fit, the set constraints were four-momentum conservation and the Λ→ ppi− invariant
mass constraint, where the invariant mass of the p and pi− system is fixed to the Λ mass of 1116 MeV.
This leads to a change in the background distribution, which starts at the Λ mass, peaks at 1150 MeV
and falls of seemingly exponentially. Some of the kinematic fit results only fulfill the constraints if
some particle parameters are changed by values bigger then the detector resolutions. These events are
mostly combinatorical background that are removed by selecting fit results with a confidence level
>1 %. In figure 3.4 the confidence level distribution can be seen. This distribution takes the degree of
freedom into account to create a flat probability distribution. The rise on the left of the distribution are
background events which only accidentally fulfill the constraints of the fit. The rise on the right shows
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that the set parameter errors are too large. The invariant mass of selected events can be seen in the
right figure 3.3. The Σ0 peak is enhanced by suppression of the background distribution.
Figure 3.4: Confidence level distribution for γp→ K+Σ0 → K+γΛ.
Deviation from the approximations
The kinematic fit uses a lot of approximations to derive from the Lagrange multiplier a fitting algorithm
which can be implemented in a program. One of these is the assumption of Gaussian error distribution
mentioned in section 3.2.1. This assumption does not represent the error distributions in the Tagger or
SciRi detector. The θ resolution of SciRi is limited to the size of one scintillator element of 5°, which
is much bigger than the uncertainty from the target dimensions and multiple scattering. This results in
a box shaped error distribution. The approximation with a Gaussian fuction does not account for this.
An example of this can be seen in the invariant mass of the ω in the γp→ ωp→ pi+pi−pi0 p reaction,
and was already seen in the PhD thesis of Oliver Freyermuth [30]. The identification is explained in
more detail in section 5.1.2. In the kinematic fit the problem mainly arises because the meson and
baryon angle resolution have different shapes. The meson θ error is Gaussian distributed, because it
consists of multiple detected particles. As such, the θ direction of the meson is already known before
the kinematic fit. After the kinematic fit the momentum conservation forces the agreement of the
Gaussian(ω) and Non-Gaussian(proton) θ error distribution. In such cases the final θ direction is a
convolution of both the omega and proton information. The workaround for this is to use the kinematic
fit and ignore the θ information of the proton. This forces the kinematic fit to determine the θ direction
from the other particles only, which results in Gaussian error distribution. In figure 3.5 the effect
of a non-Gaussian error distribution is seen. The invariant mass of pi0pi+pi− is shown with different
simulated reactions. In this specific angular bin the effects are strongly visible showing the three SciRi
rings as three separate peaks and the first crown of the BGO calorimeter in the invariant mass resulting
in four peaks associated to the ω meson. The big gap in the invariant mass at around 790 MeV is the
acceptance gap between BGO and SciRi. The fit on this distribution was performed with RooFit using
simulated distributions (see section 3.3) which results in a successful fit due to the accurate simulated
detector geometry. In figure 3.6 the kinematic fit was changed to reduce the influence of the proton on
the θ direction. This removes the artificial structure of the ω mass distribution.
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3.3 RooFit
RooFit [33] is used in this thesis to separate signal from background. RooFit is a toolkit for data
modeling implemented in ROOT. The fit uses multiple probability functions to describe a given
distribution. In this thesis, a Monte Carlo simulation of the experiment is used to determine the
identification efficiency. The simulation uses accurate spatial, energy and time resolutions to provide
results consistent with real data. This is used to determine the probability functions for RooFit. An
example can be seen in figure 3.5 where the invariant mass distribution is strongly influented by
the detector geometry. The main requirement for a successful fit is a clear difference between the
signal and background distribution. In figure 3.5 the pi0pi−pi+ p and the K0Σ+ reactions show a similar
distribution. In such cases the cross section can not be determined accurately for this final-states.
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Figure 3.5: Invariant mass distribution of pi0pi+pi− in the pi0pi+pi−p final state with standard kinematic fit. Different
colored lines show simulated contributions fitted to the real data in black.
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Figure 3.6: Invariant mass distribution of pi0pi+pi− in the pi0pi+pi−p final state with increased error on the proton θ
direction in the kinematic fit. Different colored lines show simulated contributions of the real data in black.
Removing the proton θ information from the fit removes the artificial structure in figure 3.5 and a ω peak is
visible.
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Techniques in cross section determination
Defined from classical scattering experiments, the cross section is the overlap area of the two colliding
objects, which is proportional to the probability for a reaction to occur. By measuring the angular and
energy dependence, the differential cross section, dσ/dΩ, for a fixed target experiment is defined by
the relation: [36],[37]
dσ
dΩ
=
A
F
dNs
dΩ
, (4.1)
where F is the flux of incident particles, A is the target area density and dNs/dΩ is the average number
of reactions per solid angle dΩ. The solid angle is defined as Ω =
∫ φb
φa
∫ θB
θA
sin(θ)dθdφ with a/A and
b/B as limits for φ/θ. With the assumption that the differential cross section is constant over a solid
angle range, Ω, it is possible to write:
dσ
dΩ
(Ω) =
Ns · A
F ·Ω , (4.2)
which is a good approximation if Ω is small. The area density, A, is given by the target density n and
the target cell length z. Due to detector acceptance and selection criteria, the detection efficiency of a
given reaction is lower than 100 %. This efficiency ηreco is determined by the ratio of identified events
using simulated data, Nsim, with the total number of generated reactions, N
total
sim . Using unpolarized
beams and targets, cross sections are isotropically distributed in φ, so it is usual to integrate over all φ.
Ω can be determined by (cos(θBcms) − cos(θAcms)) · 2pi, with the θ bin ranging from θAcms to θBcms. The
cross section has then the form:
dσ
dΩ
(Ω) =
1
F
· A · 1
Ω
· Ns (4.3)
dσ
dΩ
(θ) =
1
F
· 1
n · z ·
1
(cos(θBcms) − cos(θAcms)) · 2pi
· N
ηreco
(4.4)
The BGO-OD experiment uses a photon beam via bremsstrahlung, with the energy of single photons
given as Eγ. The cross section, as a function of Eγ and θ can be written as:
dσ
dΩ
(Eγ, θ) =
1
F(Eγ)
· 1
n · z ·
1
(cos(θBcms) − cos(θAcms)) · 2pi
· N(Eγ, θ)
ηreco(Eγ, θ)
(4.5)
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To measure the differential cross section, the number of reaction events are divided in Eγ and θ bins.
Additionally the target area density, A, incident particle flux, F(Eγ), and detection efficiency, ηreco,
need to be determined. The target area density, A, is determined in section 4.1 and the photon flux,
F(Eγ), in section 4.2. The detection efficiency, ηreco, of a reaction depends on the particle kinematics,
thus no generalized statement can be made here. For each given reaction, ηreco is simulated with
the known detector geometry and efficiency. In section 4.3 the detector efficiency for protons is
determined from the γp → pi0 p and γp → ηp reactions. The data acquisition does not save every
occurring detector signal. Only events which fulfill the set trigger conditions are saved. These trigger
conditions influence the detection efficiency, ηreco and are explained in more detail in section 4.4.
After determining these individual parameters, the cross section can be determined with the detected
event number N(Eγ, θ). The cross section is determined for some example reactions in chapter 5.
material Atomic Mass A Charge Z density
(kg/m3)
hydrogen (liquid) 1.007 1 70.85
hydrogen (gas) 1.007 1 0.08988
deuterium (liquid) 2.014 1 169
deuterium (gas) 2.014 1 0.1680
carbon 12.017 6 2620
air 14.683 7.32 1.204
Mylar foil 12.886 6.46 1370
Table 4.1: Relevant materials for a BGO-OD target with their mass and density.
material nucleus density proton density neutron density
(1/m3) (1/(µbarn · cm)) (1/(µbarn · cm))
hydrogen (liquid) 4.237 × 1028 4.237 × 10−8 0
hydrogen (gas) 5.375 × 1025 5.375 × 10−11 0
deuterium (liquid) 5.053 × 1028 5.053 × 10−8 5.053 × 10−8
deuterium (gas) 5.025 × 1025 5.025 × 10−11 5.025 × 10−11
carbon 1.313 × 1029 7.878 × 10−7 7.878 × 10−7
air 4.938 × 1025 3.615 × 10−10 3.634 × 10−10
Mylar foil 6.403 × 1028 4.136 × 10−7 4.111 × 10−7
Table 4.2: Relevant materials for a BGO-OD target with the density recalculated into proton/neutron density for
the cross section calculation.
4.1 Target area density determination
The target size and composition must be known to determine the area density, A. The target cell,
shown in section 2.2.2, is enclosed with a foil to reduce interactions with the photon beam. Due to
the pressure difference in the target cell and vacuum in the beam pipe, the foil expands and therefore
the target volume. The effective target length, z, is 6.1 cm for the 5 cm cell and 11.1 cm for the 10 cm
cell. Due to the uncertainty on the curvature of the target windows the target length has an assumed
uncertainty of up to 1 mm. Table 4.1 and 4.2 shows the density n for different materials [3],[38]. The
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given density for liquid hydrogen and deuterium is at 18 K. The composition of air is assumed to be
78 %N, 21 %O and 1 %Ar. Mylar is a manufacturer for foil made of polyethylene terephthalate, which
consists of 63 %C, 33 %O and 4 %H. Using this, it can be determine that n · z = A for liquid hydrogen
is (2.58 ± 0.04) × 10−7 µb−1 for running periods before January 2018 and (4.70 ± 0.04) × 10−7 µb−1
after that. The influence of the Mylar windows on the cross section can be measured by taking data
using an empty target cell.
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Figure 4.1: Ratio between normalized counts (N/F) with empty target and full target from the pi0 p reaction
against incoming photon energy Eγ for the April 2017 running period. The red line marks the average value.
Using the densities from table 4.2 one can estimate that for the 5 cm cell around 3.7 % of the measured
reactions will occur in the Mylar foil. To check this for the γp→ pi0 p reaction, data with an empty
target cell can be used to determine the ratio with the full target. The reaction identification is described
into more detail in section 5.1.1. The identified events, N, from the pi0 p reaction were normalized
by the corresponding flux, F, for the empty target and full target. The ratio between the empty and
full target for the April 2017 running period can be seen in figure 4.1. The red line marks the average
value of (3.70 ± 0.01) %, which agrees to the estimated 3.7 % from the density values for the 5 cm
target cell.
4.2 Photon flux determination
In this section the photon flux determination is described. For the BGO-OD experiment, the Tagger
detector counts the number of post-bremsstrahlung electrons from which the photon number can be
derived. Due to the collimation of the photon beam, not all photons reach the target. The flux monitors
GIM and FluMo, which are located at the end of the experiment, are used to measure the photon flux
at the target cell. The probability of a bremsstrahlung photon to reach the target is called the tagging
efficiency, Pγ(E), and is the main focus of this chapter.
The complete overview of the photon beam line at the BGO-OD experiment can be seen in figure
4.2. The photons are produced via bremsstrahlung in the radiator. The initial photon number at the
radiator is determined by counting the post bremsstrahlung electrons with the Tagger hodoscope
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Figure 4.2: Side view over the BGO-OD experiment scaled asymmetrically. The important components to
determine the photon flux are highlighted. Compare with figure 2.2 for better orientation.
(described in section 4.2.1). The photon beam passes through a collimator before it hits the target.
This is cylindrically shaped with a small hole in the middle, and is made off lead. The collimator
fills the beam pipe completely effectively reducing the beam pipe diameter to the small hole of the
collimator. The first collimator had a diameter of 3 mm during June and October 2015 running period
and was changed to 7 mm for the April and February 2017 running period. After the first collimator,
the sweeping magnet removes these charged particles which were produced in the material of the first
collimator and could not be stopped. To remove the higher-momentum particles, which may not be
deflected enough by the magnet, a second collimator is used. This collimator has a diameter of 12 mm
and can thus only stop secondary particles produced by the first collimator. The now collimated
photon beam enters the target cell. Photons which did not interact with the target will leave the
vacuum beam pipe and move through the forward spectrometer to the end of the experiment, where
two monitoring detectors, FluMo and GIM, are positioned. These detectors are used together with the
Tagger to determine the tagging efficiency, Pγ(E). The GIM has a high efficiency for photon detection
but is limited by its detection dead time and cannot be used during data taking. The FluMo detector
was constructed to overcome this problem by measuring only a fraction of the total photon rate. In
section 4.2.2 the GIM detector and in section 4.2.3 the FluMo are described in detail. Pγ(E) depends
on the photon beam position and any fluctuation in the ELSA electron beam. As such, it is important
to monitor this value constantly to determine the photon flux at the target position. In section 4.2.4 the
photon flux is determined for the April 2017 running period.
4.2.1 Tagger
The Tagger is used to detect the post-bremsstrahlung electrons and was described in chapter 2.2.1.
This section focuses on the components important for the photon flux determination.
The Tagger scintillators, shown in figure 4.3, have an overlap of around 55 % with each other, ensuring
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Figure 4.3: Four scintillators of the horizontal part of the Tagger. The green rectangle represent the scintillators.
An electron indicated by the dashed line moves perpendicular to the scintillators and crosses two or three
scintillators. The area of overlap is given in percent of the complete scintillator area.
an electron always passes through at least two scintillators. A Tagger signal is therefore defined
by a coincidence of at least two neighboring channels. The 55 % overlap between two scintillators
occasionally gives a coincidence among three scintillators. The probability for that to happen is
30 % as indicated by the marked areas in the figure. The real overlap may deviate from the expected
geometry, due to the manufacturing process, which is described in section 4.2.1.
For data acquisition, the Tagger uses a VFB6 FPGA1 board. This board has the jTagger firmware,
implementing a combination of TDC, trigger logic and scaler counter. The TDC acquires the single
channel data. These signals are contaminated with noise coming from the photomultiplier or δ
electrons, which can be removed by building a coincidence of at least two scintillators. Due to
the limitation of the FPGA size, only a double-coincidence logic is implemented. This means that
every time a triple coincidence takes place two double-coincidence signals are registered. Every
electron which passes through three scintillators will therefore add two counts. This double counting
of electrons needs to be corrected during the data analysis. To correct this the TDC data is used to
simulate the coincidence logic of the VME-Board. This is called scaler-logic clustering, sln, and like
the FPGA logic, this produces too many hits. With the normal clustering, nc, of the Tagger hit where
this double counting is not present, one can determine the ratio Rnc/sln between normal clustering and
scaler-logic clustering. With this ratio it is possible to correct the scaler information of the Tagger and
get the real number of post-bremsstrahlung electrons. The process to determine the ratio is described
in the next section.
Determination of Tagger scintillator overlap ratio Rnc/sln
The TDC data time distribution relative to the event trigger is shown in figure 4.4. The time range
window of the TDC is around 1.2 µs. Only events fulfilling the pre-defined trigger conditions, shown
in section 4.4, are acquired. The Tagger is part of the trigger, so a clear correlation to the trigger time
zero can be seen as a peak. To estimate the rate of the electrons, the region around the peak cannot be
1 Field-Programmable Gate Array
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Figure 4.4: Time distribution of the Tagger TDC data. A prompt peak for the trigger attempt at 0 ns is visible
on top of a continuum. The continuum is limited by the TDC time window for acquisition.
used due to the correlation to the trigger. Instead the events in the time region −400 ns to −200 ns and
200 ns to 400 ns are used to determine the rate. The result of this can be seen in figure 4.5. Comparing
the different methods to determine the rate in the Tagger, it is clear that the Tagger scaler counts too
many events, however the scaler rate agrees to the scaler-like clustering from the TDC data. The
scaler counts the electrons non-stop, while the TDC only counts over a small window around the
triggered event. For the TDC data it is assumed that the electrons are equally distributed over time,
however this only applies to a stable and continuous electron beam. In reality the beam has current
fluctuations, especially at the beginning and end of the extraction spill of ELSA . The probability to
have a triggered event during the high current period is higher than during the low current period of
the beam, which means more of the TDC data was taken during the higher current periods of the
beam, leading to a rate higher than the actual average rate. The scaler counter is therefore vital for
accurate photon flux determination.
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Figure 4.5: Tagger intensity distribution against initial photon energy. The rate determined from TDC data is
marked with red for the normal clustering of hits, and in black for the recreation of the scaler-like clustering.
In green the rate determined using the electronic scaler counter of the Tagger is plotted. The Tagger uses five
different scintillator sizes to cover the acceptance which is visible as different bin widths in the distribution.
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The determined TDC rates for the normal clustering, nc, and scaler logic clustering, sln, methods are
divided to determine the Rnc/sln ratio. The results for real data and simulation can be seen in figure
4.6. The fluctuations between the bins shows that the scintillators do not have a constant overlap to
each other. The simulated Tagger geometry, however, agrees well to the actual Tagger construction.
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Figure 4.6: Ratio Rnc/sln between normal clustering(2 or 3 scintillators) and scaler-logic clustering(2 scintillators)
against initial photon energy. Simulated and real data in red and black respectively. The ratio is a direct result
of the detector geometry.
From the geometry shown in figure 4.3, one can find the following relation for the ratio Rnc/sln and the
scintillator overlap Oscint:
Area for Triple coincidence = T = 2 · Oscint − 1 (4.6)
Area for Double coincidence = D = 2 − 3 · Oscint (4.7)
Rnc/sln =
T + D
2 · T + D =
1 − Oscint
Oscint
(4.8)
⇒ Oscint =
1
1 + Rnc/sln
(4.9)
T , D and Oscint are shown in figure 4.3. This relations are only defined for 0.6¯ > Oscint > 0.5 and
if electrons move perpendicular to the scintillators. For Oscint greater than 0.6¯, double coincidences
are replaced by quadruple coincidences. If Oscint is smaller 0.5 no triple coincidence can take place.
The average ratio of Rnc/sln = 0.75 in figure 4.3 translates to an average scintillator overlap of around
57 %, which is a little higher than the stated overlap. By using this distribution we can correct the
scaler counts and determine the number of bremsstrahlung electrons per energy bin.
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4.2.2 GIM
The detection of photons at the very end of the experiment is used to determine the tagging efficiency,
Pγ. Any produced bremsstrahlung photon is indirectly counted by the Tagger via bremsstrahlung
electron detection. Some of the photons are stopped by the collimators. To determine how many
photons could potentially interact with the target, a coincidence logic is used during the data analysis
between the Tagger and the flux monitors, GIM and FluMo. The GIM (described in section 2.2.6) is
located at the end of the experiment and is used to detect photons. Due to the single PMT readout,
the detector cannot handle the high rate of the photon beam. The dead time of the PMT reduces the
detection efficiency. The GIM can therefore only be used for short periods with low-intensity beams.
The tagging efficiency Pγ(E), can be determined with TDC data by building a coincidence between
the Tagger and GIM (Tagger(E)∧GIM). The Tagger assigns an energy to the photons detected by
GIM at the end of the experiment. The Pγ(E) is then the ratio between all bremsstrahlung electrons
(Tagger(E)) and photons at the end of experiment (Tagger(E)∧GIM):
Pγ(E) =
Tagger(E) ∧ GIM
Tagger(E)
(4.10)
Pγ determined with the GIM and Tagger can be seen in figure 4.7. Pγ has a value of about 80 %.
The photon beam collimator is the main cause for the reduction in Pγ, which in this case stops 20 %
of the photons. The small increase in Pγ for energies between 1400 MeV to 1800 MeV originates
from polarized coherent bremsstrahlung, due to a crystalline radiator being used. The bremsstrahlung
distribution differs from an amorphous radiator as illustrated in figure 4.8. The coherent photon beam
is more narrowly distributed compared to the incoherent beam. Fewer photons are stopped by the
collimator and Pγ is increased. The decrease in Pγ at high photon energy is not fully understood. It
appears that the Tagger counts too many electrons in that energy region, which deviates from the
expected 1/Eγ bremsstrahlung relation. These low energetic electrons seem to be present in the ELSA
electron beam before the interaction with the radiator, as they do not disappear by removing the
radiator.
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Figure 4.7: Pγ against photon energy using the GIM detector for a single data taking run ( 6 min).
Pγ measurements for different running periods are shown in figures 4.9. The run number can be
interpreted as progress in time. Between the November/October 2015 and the April 2017 running
period, the 3 mm diameter collimator was replaced by a 7 mm diameter collimator. This changed the
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Figure 4.8: Bremsstrahlung spectrum for an crystalline radiator. The green line shows the incoherent
bremsstrahlung present for all materials. In a crystalline radiator bremsstrahlung can also occur coherent
resulting in a total distribution shown by the red line.
average Pγ from 22 % to 75 %. The photon beam has a σ width of around 3 mm at the collimator
position. Thus the 3 mm diameter collimator removes a large portion of the beam. The Pγ results
fluctuate due to the ELSA electron beam position, which is not stable.
The GIM is only used for short periods each day and at low intensities for the following reasons. The
lead glass of the GIM is not radiation hard. During data taking the lead glass would turn brown after a
couple days and absorb the produced light before it can reach the photomultiplier. A second problem
with this detector is the rate instabilities. The highest rate on one Tagger scintillator is around 4 MHz.
Additionally all electrons with energy lower than 10 % of the ELSA energy do not hit the Tagger
hodoscope. The GIM however detects all bremsstrahlung photons and has only one photo multiplier,
resulting in too high event rates for the data acquisition. The GIM can be moved into and out of the
beam. To determine Pγ(E) using the GIM, the ELSA current is reduced and the GIM is moved into
the beam. Due to this time-consuming process, the Pγ(E) measurement with GIM was only performed
once every day. For monitoring during data taking the FluMo is used, which is located in front of the
GIM.
4.2.3 FluMo
The FluMo (cf. 2.2.6) consists of five thin plastic scintillators with photomultiplier readouts. Photons
leave the vacuum pipe after the target and pass through the varying detector elements, where in any
part conversion may take place. However only a small portion of the photons interact, so the rate at
the FluMo is much lower compared to GIM. Also the use of five detectors allows coincidences, which
are useful to remove noise, and increase detection efficiency as only two out of five are needed to
identify an event. Additionally, the detector energy resolution is sufficient to distinguish the number of
charged particles in a hit. The electron-position pairs can be clearly distinguished from single-charged
particles, as the signal is twice as large.
To use the FluMo for Pγ(E), determination one first needs to find out the probability of photon
conversion to electron-position pairs. This is called the photon efficiency and is used to determine
the number of bremsstrahlung photons at the end of the experiment. The photon efficiency is the
convolution of the FluMo detector efficiency and the pair production cross section. The master’s thesis
of Katrin Kohl [29] gives more details of the procedure. To determine the efficiency we use the GIM
detector:
Photon efficiency(E) =
Tagger(E) ∧ Flumo ∧ GIM
Tagger(E) ∧ GIM (4.11)
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(c) April 2017, 7 mm collimator
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Figure 4.9: Pγ average using the GIM detector for different runs and running periods. Fluctuations in Pγ during
a running period are due to a change of electron beam position.
Every coincident detector hit in both the Tagger and GIM should also produce a hit in FluMo.
The photon pair production cross section σpair can be calculated [37]:
σpair = 4 · Z2αr2e ·
[
7
9
(
ln
(
2hν
mec
2
)
− f (Z)
)
− 109
54
]
(4.12)
with re and me as classical radius and mass of electron, α the fine-structure constant and Z the nucleus
charge. We can approximate this equation to:
σpair ≈ A · ln(Eγ) + B, A =
28
9
Z2αr2e , B = 4Z
2α r2e
[7
9
(
ln(
2
mec
2 ) − f (Z)
) − 109
54
]
(4.13)
with hν = Eγ, where Eγ is the initial photon energy. A and B will be constant if Z is constant. In the
figure 4.10 the pair production cross section formula is fitted to the determined photon efficiency
with A and B as variable parameters. The fit function describes the data well, confirming that the
FluMo detector detects electron-positron pair production. The absolute cross section itself cannot
be determined as the conversion material thickness and density is complex and cannot be easily
simulated.
FluMo is used to determine Pγ(E) during the data taking. The TDC is readout if an event trigger occurs.
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Figure 4.10: FluMo photon efficiency against photon energy. The FluMo detects events with two charged
particles at the same time. The red line is a fit of A · ln(Eγ) + B, which correctly satisfies the pair production
cross section.
This happens when the bremsstrahlung photon interacts with the target, so that no electron-position
pair is detected in FluMo. Similarly to the Tagger TDC selection for rate determination, events are
selected outside of the triggered events with the same time selection cuts as for the Tagger. By using
the known FluMo photon efficiency and building the coincidence between Tagger and FluMo, the
Pγ(E) can be determined:
Pγ(E) =
1
Photon efficiency(E)
· Tagger(E) ∧ FluMo
Tagger(E)
(4.14)
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Figure 4.11: Pγ against photon energy using the FluMo detector.
Figure 4.11(a) shows the determined Pγ using the FluMo detector and compared to the results with
GIM. The statistical error is larger for Flumo compared to GIM. This is due to the lower photon
detection efficiency of around 4 % compared to almost 100 % of the GIM detector. Pγ from FluMo
however is measured in parallel to the normal data taking, which is more practical for Pγ measurements
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than using the GIM. In figure 4.11(b) Pγ was determined for the complete running period of April
2017, which shows the average Pγ during the data taking. In either case, FluMo tracks the flux
admirably well.
4.2.4 Determination of the April 2017 running period photon flux
With the known number of bremsstrahlung electrons and Pγ(E), the photon flux can be determined
by multiplying them both together. Figure 4.12 shows the necessary steps to achieve this. First the
bremsstrahlung electrons are counted using the Tagger scaler electronics. This is shown by the black
points in the plot. This is too high due to the double counting in the Tagger scaler electronics (section
4.2.1). By multiplying this with figure 4.6, the correct number of electrons registered by the Tagger
can be determined, which is shown by the red points. Not every bremsstrahlung photon reaches the
target cell due to collimation. For this, the Pγ measurement with GIM or FluMo is needed. The green
points are the product of Pγ measured with GIM with the corrected Tagger hits (red points). Similarly,
the blue points use the FluMo Pγ. Both Pγ measurements agree with each other and thus the photon
flux distributions are equal.
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Figure 4.12: Normalized flux distribution. The individual bin content divided by the bin width against photon
energy. The black points mark the counted coincidences in the Tagger during data taking. These are corrected
and result in the electron number marked by the red points. Multiplied by Pγ from GIM results in the green
points, while multiplied with Pγ from Flumo results in the blue points. After normalization, a 1/Eγ distribution
is expected from the bremsstrahlung cross section. Due to coherent bremsstrahlung, a peak at 1700 MeV is
visible. Deviation from the expected distribution, as seen at 1050 MeV, means that the used bin width does not
correspond the Tagger scintillator size.
If only the Tagger is used to determine the photon number, the high energy photon distributions show
a deviation from the expected bremsstrahlung cross section as it increases with energy. This can be
better seen in figure 4.13, where only the highest energy photon distribution is shown for different
methods of photon flux determination. Before the inclusion of Pγ (red and black line), the number
of photons increase with energy. After including the determined Pγ (green line), the photon number
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starts to drop as like expected, showing the importance of measuring the energy dependence of Pγ.
The most probable explanation for the rise in counts for higher energies, are low energetic electrons in
the electron beam of ELSA . These are probably produced by the scattering of the main electron beam
with the beam pipe walls.
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Figure 4.13: Same as figure 4.12, but zoomed in the high energy region. A first degree polynomial function was
fitted to the data.
4.3 Verifying the proton detection efficiency
In the previous sections the target density and photon flux were determined for cross section meas-
urements. The detection efficiency is also required for accurate determinations of cross sections.
This efficiency depends on the geometry and detection efficiencies of all involved detectors, and is
calculated using a Monte-Carlo simulation. The identification efficiency is separated in this thesis
into two section: The simulated detection efficiency of hadronic reactions in this section, and the
simulation of the triggering system of the data acquisition in section 4.4.
The GEANT4 [31] Monte Carlo simulation is used to determine the deposited energy inside the active
detector material. From this energy, the detector response is emulated. After this the identification of
the reaction follows the exact same steps as with real data. The geometry and efficiency of the detectors
in the simulation must closely represent the reality. In this chapter, the proton detection efficiency is
determined by using the γp→ Xp→ γγp photoproduction. The meson, X, can be either a pi0 or an η,
as both decay into γγ. After the meson identification, the direction of the proton, p, can be determined.
On the event that a detected particle can be found with the same direction as the reconstructed direction,
the proton is counted as detected. With this, the detection efficiency for the proton is determined. In
this thesis it is assumed that other charged particles have a similar detection efficiency. The goal is to
establish the agreement of real data and simulation. The reaction identification is described in section
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4.3.1. In section 4.3.2 the proton detection efficiency is determined.
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Figure 4.14: Invariant mass of two hits, assumed to be photons, in the BGO calorimeter. Two mesons the pi0
at 135 MeV and η at 550 MeV can be seen. The peaks in (a) are enhanced by additionally using the Barrel
detector information in (b).
4.3.1 γp→ Xp→ γγp identification
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Figure 4.15: Missing mass against the invariant mass of a two-photon system. The colors show an intensity
distribution. For missing mass of proton the pi0 and η are visible. Higher missing mass than 938 MeV means
that the γγ meson has more particles in the final-state. The distribution stops on a diagonal line marking the
kinetic limits.
To determine the proton detection efficiency, first the γp→ Xp→ γγp reaction is identified initially
by ignoring the final-state proton. For this, the initial and final-state photon momenta must be
measured. The initial photon energy is measured by the Tagger detector, while the final-state photons
are detected with the BGO calorimeter. With this the final-state proton momentum can be determined
using four-momentum conservation. The γγ final-state mostly originates from a pi0 or η meson decay
as seen in figure 4.14(a) where the invariant mass of the two photons is shown. A peak can be seen
at the pi0 mass of 135 MeV and a smaller peak at the η mass of 550 MeV. The Barrel detector can
be used to reduce the background contribution. The thin scintillator in front the BGO calorimeter
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Figure 4.16: Invariant mass of γγ in the γp→ pi0 p reaction with different missing proton θ directions. The peak
correspond to identified pi0 mesons. The background under the peak depends on the missing proton direction.
The plots are divided in different detector regions with (a) for the BGO calorimeter, (b) for SciRi and (c) for the
forward spectrometer.
has almost no response to photons, therefore both detected clusters in the BGO should not have any
corresponding Barrel hit. In such cases the invariant mass of figure 4.14(a) changes to figure 4.14(b).
Using the initial photon measured by the Tagger detector and assuming a target proton at rest, the
missing mass to the two photon system can be determined. The missing mass to γγ against invariant
mass of γγ is plotted in figure 4.15. A peak at the invariant mass of 135 MeV and missing mass
of 938 MeV is visible. These are events from the pi0 p reaction. Similarly the ηp reaction can be
identified. Events with a γγ invariant mass consistent with a pi0 show in the missing mass, not only
a peak for the proton but also a more wider distribution for higher missing mass. These events are
from reactions like γp → pi0pi0 p, γp → ∆0pi+, and other reaction with a pi0 in the final-state. When
selecting events the missing mass is in the range between 880 MeV to 1020 MeV the wrong reactions
with pi0 or η are mostly removed. Figures 4.16 and 4.17 show the invariant mass depending on the
missing proton direction. In figure 4.16 the pi0 peak can be identified, while figure 4.17 shows an η
peak. The plots are divided depending on the expected proton direction. The background below the pi0
peak is almost non-existent for large proton angles and increases for smaller proton angles, whereas
the background under the η meson mass peak increases with larger proton angles. Using the detection
of both γp→ pi0 p and ηp to determine the proton detection efficiency allows for systematic checks.
4.3.2 proton detection efficiency
In the previous section, the pi0 are selected with an invariant mass between 109 MeV to 162 MeV,
which corresponds to almost a 2σ cut. A larger acceptance would lead to smaller signal to noise ratio.
The η events are selected in the mass region between 500 MeV to 600 MeV. Both the pi0 p and the ηp
final-states are used for the proton detection efficiency. From the identified meson and the initial state,
the missing proton four-momentum can be determined. This predicted proton direction is compared
to the remaining detected particles not associated with the meson. The angle difference between the
predicted and detected proton can be seen in figures 4.18, 4.19, 4.20 and 4.21. The width of the angle
difference depends on the angular resolution of the detected meson and proton. Thus, the width of
the distributions depend on the identified meson momentum and can be seen by comparing figure
4.19 and 4.21. The φ difference width in figure 4.21 is in the order of 20°, which means the angular
dependence of the efficiency cannot resolve specific geometrical effects and small gaps in acceptance.
Events with a detected proton with a θ difference between −10° to 10° and φ difference from −50° to
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(c) 2° to 10°.
Figure 4.17: Invariant mass of γγ in the γp→ ηp reaction with different missing proton θ directions. The peak
correspond to identified η mesons. The background under the peak depends on the missing proton direction.
The plots are divided in different detector regions with (a) for the BGO calorimeter, (b) for SciRi and (c) for the
forward spectrometer.
50° are counted together with the total number of events to determine the proton detection efficiency.
The resulting efficiency is dependent on φ, θ and momentum of the proton. In figure 4.22, the measured
efficiency is plotted depending on θ and momentum of the calculated proton. The red line marks the
change of detector regions. It is expected that the efficiency drops to zero between 24.7° to 25°, as no
detector covers these angles. This is not the case due to the angular resolution of the meson, which
was used to determine the proton direction. These events with momentum 1000 MeV to 1400 MeV
were selected for the efficiency against θ plot in figure 4.23 with black points. The ηp reaction was
also included, marked by the green points. The simulation for pi0 p is marked with red and ηp with
blue points. The dip in the efficiency can be seen at the detector acceptance change from SciRi to the
forward spectrometer at around 9° and from SciRi to BGO at 27°. As mentioned before, due to the
limited angular resolution the change in efficiency is smeared out. The efficiency does not account
for particle loss due to multiple scattering or geometry. Even if the detector efficiency is 100 % the
efficiency determined through this method may show a smaller result. The goal for this efficiency
determination is the agreement of real data analysis and simulation, to ensure that the geometry and
efficiency of the detectors is understood. The ratio between real data and simulation can be seen in
figure 4.24. Black points show the ratio for the pi0 p final-state and red points for the ηp final-state.
These ratios should be exactly unity if the BGO-OD experiment geometry were correctly represented
in the simulation. This is achieved with the pi0 p reaction to a level of 5 %, however the ηp identification
does not show the same distribution, particularly in the gap between the different detector regions.
This deviation is still under investigation. It would hint on possible geometry difference between real
and simulated data. The presented cross sections in section 5 confirm this indirectly as some angular
bins show deviations from the known cross sections.
4.4 Trigger influence on the data
The detector efficiency influences the data acquisition. To preselect the data of interest, a trigger
system was implemented, which decides within nanoseconds if a hadronic event took place. A
hadronic event can be identified by forming a timing coincidence from different detector segments. All
trigger conditions are shown in table 4.3. Before a hadronic reaction can take place, a bremsstrahlung
event should produce a photon at the radiator. This means a Tagger hits should always be present. The
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Figure 4.18: θ difference in degree between calculated and measured proton direction for the pi0 p final-state.
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Figure 4.19: φ difference in degree between calculated and measured proton direction for the pi0 p final-state.
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Figure 4.20: θ difference in degree between calculated and measured proton direction for the ηp final-state.
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Figure 4.21: φ difference in degree between calculated and measured proton direction for the ηp final-state.
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Figure 4.22: Proton detection efficiency as a function of proton θ and momentum for the pi0 p reaction. The
proton direction and momentum are determined from the detected pi0 and beam energy. The determined
efficiency is shown in color. The change in detector region is indicated by the red lines.
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Figure 4.23: Proton detection efficiency as a function of θ. The proton direction was determined from the
meson and beam energy. The black points mark the efficiency determined for the pi0 p final-state, while the ηp
final-state is marked by the green points. The simulation for pi0 p is marked with red and ηp with blue points.
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Figure 4.24: Proton detection efficiency ratio between real data and simulation as a function of θ for the γγp
final-state. Black points are determined from the pi0 p reaction and red points from the ηp reaction.
Trigger Condition
1 Tagger & BGO (&200 MeV)
2 Tagger & BGO (&100 MeV) & SciRi
3 Tagger & SciRi & SciFi2 & ToF
4 Tagger & BGO (&100 MeV) & SciFi2 & ToF
Table 4.3: Currently used trigger conditions. During data taking any trigger can start the data acquisition. The
Tagger has the best time resolution and is responsible for the time offset correction and is required for all
triggers. The values in brackets show the minimal energy deposit in the BGO for the trigger.
BGO calorimeter produces a signal for most hadronic events, due to the large angular acceptance and
sensitivity to most particles. The analog signals of the 480 BGO crystals are summed up to a single
signal which is then discriminated to produce a trigger signal depending on the total energy deposited
in the BGO calorimeter. Two discriminators are used to produce different energy thresholds. The
first is a constant fraction discriminator which creates a signal for a total energy of around 200 MeV
or higher. This is usually referred to as the high energy threshold inside the triggering system. The
second discriminator creates a trigger signal for total energies of 100 MeV or higher, which is only
used in coincidence with other detector regions and is therefore called the low energy threshold. The
BGO energy trigger is described in detail in section 4.4.2.
The trigger conditions in table 4.3 were created to cover most hadronic reactions. As shown in chapter
2, the detectors used for triggering have different angular acceptances. The BGO calorimeter covers
the central region from 25° to 155°. This means that trigger 1 is responsible for reactions which prefer
to decay into this region, e.g., γp → pi0 p. Trigger 2 includes the SciRi detector which covers the
angle 10° to 25°. Due to the additional detector, one can use the lower energy threshold for the BGO
calorimeter. Trigger 3 and 4 include the forward region covering 2° to 12°. For this, the coincidence
of SciFi2 and ToF is required. Trigger 2, 3 and 4 are responsible for the mixed charged decays e.g.
γp→ K+Σ0 → K+γpi−p, as SciRi, SciFi2 and ToF do not efficiently detect neutral particles.
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4.4.1 Timing
The trigger logic is implemented on an FPGA. During data taking the firmware is configured to the
trigger conditions from table 4.3. The firmware of the FPGA samples incoming detector trigger
attempts in 833 ps time steps. The Tagger has the best time resolution of all detectors and is used to
create the trigger. The trigger is sampled in 833 ps time steps and is corrected afterwards during the
analysis with the known time offset between the Tagger and trigger. More information about trigger
and timing can be found in the PhD thesis of Daniel Hammann [39]. For the trigger simulation, this
FPGA timing logic and behavior was modeled. The procedure is similar to standard time selection
cuts, with the addition that the time of the signals are downsampled into 833 ps time steps.
4.4.2 BGO calorimeter energy threshold
In figure 4.25 the counts from the different trigger conditions are plotted against BGO energy. The
two peaks in the distribution represent the two BGO energy thresholds used in the trigger. The high
BGO threshold is in the range of 100 MeV to 220 MeV, the low threshold is at 50 MeV to 90 MeV
and the trigger with no BGO energy requirement has no clear threshold. Note that the threshold is
smeared out over a broad energy range instead of the expected sudden cutoff illustrated in figure 4.26.
This has multiple reasons. First, the trigger signal discriminates the signal amplitude, while the energy
in figure 4.25 is the summed integral. Deposited energy is proportional to the integral and amplitude
of the PMT signal. The signal shape however is not stable and thus the relation between integral and
amplitude is smeared accordingly. The second reason is the calibration of the crystals. The PMT’s
high voltage are calibrated roughly to a similar gain and during the analysis of the data the calibration
is improved. Thus the resolutions of the energy during triggering and analysis are not equal.
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Figure 4.25: Total energy deposited in the BGO during the data taking. The energy is only measured during
readout of triggered events. Black shows the total energy for the data taking for all trigger, while the colored
lines represent individual triggers.
The distribution of the energy threshold needs to be simulated to determine the trigger efficiency
during data taking. Each saved event has an entry for the fulfilled trigger conditions. This information
can be used to determine the distribution of the BGO energy threshold. To determine the efficiency
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of the high BGO energy threshold, ηhighBGO, combinations of the individual triggers are used. BGO
energy Esumtrigger3 with trigger 3 is triggered independent of the BGO energy. If the trigger 1 is active
additionally to trigger 3, the resulting energy distribution Esumtrigger1+trigger3 would form a product with
the energy threshold, ηhighBGO. In figure 4.26 η
high
BGO is represented by the solid green line, E
sum
trigger3 has
the same distribution as the dotted blue line and Esumtrigger1+trigger3 follows the distribution of the dotted
green line. Dividing the Esumtrigger1+trigger3 by the E
sum
trigger3 distribution will result in η
high
BGO:
η
high
BGO =
Esumtrigger1+trigger3
Esumtrigger3
(4.15)
This efficiencies are shown in figure 4.27. Note that this also includes inefficiencies of the BGO
detector which are energy independent. In the older running periods a lower maximal efficiency
resulted from a too narrow time cut for the analog energy sum signal, which limits the maximum
efficiency value. This was resolved in the later running periods. The efficiency of the lower BGO
energy threshold ηlowBGO can be determined:
ηlowBGO =
Esumtrigger2+trigger4
Esumtrigger3
(4.16)
The results are shown in figure 4.28. The BGO threshold efficiencies are used directly as a probability
function for the BGO trigger. This means the previous mentioned energy independent effects are
simulated at the same time.
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Figure 4.26: Threshold effects on energy distribution. The blue dotted line shows the total energy distribution.
The green and red line show the resulting energy distribution with a perfect and realistic energy threshold.
The trigger can now be simulated depending on the reaction. As the trigger efficiency strongly depends
on the reaction kinematics, no general statement on the efficiency can be made. For example, the
prominent pi0 p reaction would be detected by the pi0 → γγ decay. This means at least 135 MeV is
deposited in the BGO, if a pi0 is identified. Comparing with the efficiency in figure 4.27, it is clear
that the influence of the trigger will decrease with higher beam energies due to the increase of the pi0
energy. The trigger efficiency influence on this reaction can be seen in the differential cross section in
figure 5.15(b). The cross section for the identification without a trigger simulation is marked by blue
points, and when including a trigger simulation by green points. They differ for low beam energies,
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Eγ, but converge at higher energies. This shows that in the pi
0 p reaction the simulation of the trigger
is not necessary for higher pi0 energies. As mentioned before this can not be stated for all reactions
and individual studies are needed.
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Figure 4.27: Trigger efficiency for the high BGO energy threshold for different running periods.
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Figure 4.28: Trigger efficiency for the low BGO energy threshold for different running periods.
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CHAPTER 5
Benchmark reaction cross sections with
BGO-OD
Section 4 described the steps taken to determine cross sections. The detector and trigger efficiency
were shown in section 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. With this the reaction identification efficiency, ηreco,
can be determined, and the identified event number from real data corrected. In this chapter, hadronic
reactions are identified and the number of reactions are determined to extract differential cross sections
in section 5.2. The reaction identification in real data and simulation are identical, so only the event
identification procedure using real data will be shown. Most of the identified reactions have a well
known cross section and are perfect to test the detector performance of the BGO-OD experiment.
Table 5.1 lists the identified final-states and the extracted cross sections. The systematical errors are
discussed in section 5.3. A summary of the results are presented in section 5.4.
5.1 Reaction identification
The event identification of the hadronic reactions is explained in detail in this section. The extracted
cross section from the event identification is used to verify the photon flux number and the detector
efficiency from chapter 4. Particles which decay and are identified in the final state of the studied
reactions are listed in table 5.2. The event identification itself is similar for all the reactions identified
in this chapter and follow these four steps:
1. Create all possible combinations of tracks. The event is discarded if the total number of tracks
exceeds or is lower than the expected number of final particles of the reaction. All combinations
identified final-state cross section
γp→ Xp→ γγp (section 5.1.1) X = pi0 (section 5.2.1)
X = η (section 5.2.2)
X = η′ (section 5.2.4)
γp→ Xp→ γγpi+pi−p (section 5.1.2) X = η (section 5.2.2)
X = ω (section 5.2.3)
X = η′ (section 5.2.4)
γp→ K+Σ0 → K+γpi−p (section 5.1.3) (section 5.2.5)
Table 5.1: Identified reactions to benchmark the BGO-OD setup.
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particle mass / MeV decay modes branching ratio / %
p 938.3 stable
pi± 139.6 µ±ν 100
pi0 135.0 γγ 99
η 547.9 γγ 39
pi0pi0pi0 33
pi0pi+pi− 23
ω 782.7 pi0pi+pi− 89
pi0γ 8
η′ 957.8 pi+pi−η 43.4
ργ 29.3
pi0pi0η 21.6
ωγ 3
γγ 2
K+ 493.7 µ+νµ 63.6
pi+pi0 20.7
Λ 1115.7 ppi− 64
npi0 36
Σ
0 1192.6 Λγ 100
Table 5.2: Dominant decay modes of mesons and baryons used for particle identification in the analysis [3].
Shown particles decay almost immediately with the exception of the pi± and K+ meson. The pi± has a life time
of 26 ns and K+ a live time of 12 ns, allowing the direct detection of these particles.
with the correct number of tracks are saved into a new array object. Each array entry includes
the Tagger information for the initial state and the four-momentum of the final-state particles,
which are determined from the tracks. Usually, only momentum or energy and the direction are
measured. The mass of the particle is determined by which particle the track was associated to.
This assumption leads to large number of combinatorics as each track can be associated to all
possible final-state particles.
2. Select events where particles have the expected charge. In all detector regions it is possible
to measure if a track is charged. The forward region determines the sign of the charge by the
direction of deflection of the particle trajectory in the magnetic field. The intermediate region
only detects charged particles, but no charge sign discrimination. The central region uses a
BGO-Barrel coincidence to detect charge, but again no charge sign discrimination. The cut on
the correct particle charge reduces the possible number of combinations significantly.
3. Select events where the total invariant mass of the initial and final-state are equal. The difference
between initial and final state mass will be referred to as excess mass. The cut on this entity
requires the detection of the initial photon and all final-state particles. The intermediate region
lacks any energy or momentum information, so four momenta cannot be reconstructed. To
overcome this, the measured particle direction and momentum conservation of the reaction are
used to determine the momentum of up to three particles. This is described in detail in my
Master thesis[22].
4. Employ a kinematic fit (see section 3.2). The kinematic fit improves the mass resolution of the
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Figure 5.1: Invariant mass distribution of γγ for the γp→ Xp→ γγp reaction. The line colors in the legend
list the chronicle development of the identification. Starting from the top the black line mark all combinations
with three particles, red line adds the charge selection cut, green lines adds the reaction excess mass cut, blue
line improves resolution using the kinematic fit technique and the purple line adds the confidence level cut from
the kinematic fit. Figure (a) shows an overview over a large mass range. Showing peaks for pi0, η, ω and η′
mesons. The figure (b) shows the mass around the η′ mass.
reaction by improving the energy and direction resolutions of the particles and helps suppress
noise and background events which do not fulfill the set constraints. The most basic constraint
is the four-momentum conservation, which results in better results for the particle momentum
compared to momentum determination from particle direction in step 3.
At this point the event identification is complete, and the remaining events are used to determine the
yield for the wanted reaction. Usually background events remain after the selection cuts, with the
signal seen on top of a background distribution. In this thesis the simulation is used to determine the
different background distributions and RooFit[33] is used to determine the number of events. These
events are then used to determine the differential cross section.
Well known reactions are identified in this section. These have been used for systematic checks of the
BGO-OD detection efficiency and flux determination. These reactions are γp into pi0 p, ηp, η′p, ωp
and K+Σ0. The final-state K+Σ0 is similar to K+Σ0pi0, which is identified in chapter 6 for Λ(1405).
5.1.1 Identifying the γp→ Xp→ γγp reaction
The pi0, η and η′ mesons can decay directly into two photons. This means that all events are selected
where only three particles were detected. The possible combinatorics are then built from these three
particles. In figure 5.1(a), the invariant mass of γγ is shown for all combinations by a black line.
A pi0 peak and a η peak can be already seen at this point of the analysis. The signal to background
ratio would make the signal extraction challenging however, and additionally, no η′ signal is visible.
The next step is to remove all combinations where the detected charges of the particle do not agree,
for example, the afore mentioned method of using the Barrel detector for charge identification. The
remaining combinations are shown by the red line in the same figure. At this point, the pi0 and ηmesons
yield could be extracted, however for the reaction identification the final-state proton needs to be
confirmed first. Reactions with a pi0 in the final-state(e.g. γp→ pi0pi+n...) could not be distinguished
from pi0 p otherwise. This can be done in two ways. Either using the missing mass to the meson to
identify the reaction, or by detecting the proton and check if the reaction has excess mass.
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Figure 5.2: (a) shows the reaction missing mass against invariant mass of γγ for the γp→ Xp→ γγp reaction.
The colors represent an intensity distribution. A peak at zero reaction excess mass means that the detected
particles agree to the assumed reaction. The pi0 p events are seen at 135 MeV invariant γγ mass and no reaction
excess mass. Additionally the ηp is seen for 550 MeV invariant γγ mass. Red lines mark the selection cut range
for the event identification. The mass projection can be seen in (b).
The identification of the reaction using the missing mass technique does not need any further steps
and the cross section is extracted in section 5.2.1. For the complete detection of the final-state, the
mass difference between initial and final-state is used and so the four-momentum of all particles are
needed. This is called reaction excess mass from here on. Particles detected in the intermediate region
have only direction information, so the momentum needs to be determined using the initial state and
the meson momentum. In figure 5.2 the reaction excess mass |γinitial + pinitial| − |γ f inal + γ f inal + p f inal|
against invariant mass of two photons is plotted. The red lines mark the selected region of events.
While the η meson shows a peak within this selection cut, the pi0 peak looks more like a line extending
to higher reaction excess mass. This line is due to the afore mentioned reactions with a pi0 in the
final-state, such as pi0pi+n. It is expected that the reaction excess mass in this case would start at
135 MeV and extend to higher mass depending on the kinematics of the multi particle system. This
means the other pi0 final-states and the pi0 p state would be separated by at least 135 MeV reaction
excess mass. The energy resolution of the BGO calorimeter smears out the missing mass to the point
where both reactions overlap as seen in figure 5.2. The same also applies to η production, but is less
pronounced. In figure 5.1(a) the selected events from figure 5.2 are marked by the green line. Peaks
for ω and η′ start to appear. The ω meson decays into pi0γ, but sometimes the electromagnetic shower
of the two photons from the pi0 decay overlap resulting in the identification of only one high energy
photon. Together with the other photon, the invariant mass of two photons will be that of the ω.
An improvement of the resolution using the kinematic fit is not needed for the identification of
γp → Xp → γγp, but is done to check the kinematic fit performance. The constraint on the
kinematic fit (see section 3.2) is only the four-momentum conservation. After the fit the invariant mass
distribution changes slightly as seen in figure 5.1(a) marked by the blue line. The pi0 peak is distorted
due to the events which have a pi0 in the final-state but are not from the γp → pi0 p reaction (e.g.
γp→ pi0pi0 p...). In these cases the reaction excess mass selection cut did not remove all background
channels. The remaining background channels are pushed to fulfill the four-momentum conservation,
which in this case can only be achieved by changing the invariant mass. The result is a change in the
background distribution. The resulting χ2 distribution can be seen in 5.3(a). The distribution was
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Figure 5.3: Kinematic fit results for the γp → Xp → γγp reaction used to check the fit quality. Blue line
marks the real data, while the red line is taken from simulation. Plot (a) and (b) show the χ2 distributions. This
distributions depend on the degree of freedom. Four degrees of freedom in plot (a) should peak at χ2 = 2 and
three degree of freedom peaks at χ2 = 1. The confidence level distribution in plot (c) is determined with degree
of freedom and χ2, ideally resulting in a flat distribution.
already introduced in figure 3.1 and it is expected that it peaks at χ2 of 2 for a degree of freedom of
four. While the real data agrees to this prediction, the simulation peaks at a lower χ2. This would
indicate that the detector resolutions in the simulation are better than in reality. For protons detected
in the intermediate region, the momentum is set to an indiscriminate number with a large error. This
removes one degree of freedom from the kinematic fit, as the momentum in these cases is unknown
and is determined by the kinematic fit. The resulting χ2 distribution is seen in figure 5.3(b). The
distribution peaks at χ2 of 1 like expected. There are small deviations in the distributions between
simulation and real data, they however agree sufficient to say that the kinematic fit works as expected.
A lot of the background events can be removed using the confidence level of the kinematic fit. This
value represents how much the single detector values needed to be changed to fulfill the condition
and is determined using χ2 and the degree of freedom. The confidence level distribution is shown in
figure 5.3(c) with the selection cut marked by the black line. In section 3.2.1 it was mentioned that the
confidence level distribution must be flat if the used particle errors in the kinematic fit are similar to
the real uncertainties. A rise at high confidence level means that the detector resolution used during
the fit are too large. A drop would indicate too small errors. The rise on lower confidence level is
expected to appear from background events which only accidentally fulfill the constraints. They are
expected to follow an exponential distribution and the cut on confidence level needs to be set to the
optimal signal background ratio. Using the confidence level cut more background events are removed
which results in the purple line in figure 5.1(a). Compared to the green line the mass resolution has
improved and the signal to background ratio has improved. The ω and η′ meson masses are also more
defined.
The difference between the fitted and the measured reaction parameters is used to determine the pull
distributions of the individual parameters used in the fit. Each pull distribution is shown in figure 5.4.
The x-axis is in multiple of sigma of the expected error provided to the kinematic fit. The simulation
in red and real data in blue are shown in comparison to the expected distribution in green. If the errors
provided to the kinematic fit agree with the actual detector divergences, the pull distribution will have
a Gaussian shape with a sigma width of exactly one. The initial photon z component (figure 5.4(a))
does not agree to the simulation. A narrower distribution suggests that the given errors are too large,
and that this needs further investigation. The momentum pull distribution for the SciRi detector 5.4(e)
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is also narrower then the nominal distribution, however in this case it was deliberate. SciRi has no
momentum resolution, thus setting the momentum error to a impossibly large value means that this
parameter has no weight on the kinematic fit result. In general the zˆ component for all particles seem
to differ the most from the expected distribution. This could mean that the z component of one of the
particle has an offset, which is then compensated by the other particles leading to an offset in the pull
distribution for all particles. In such cases it is difficult to determine the main responsible detector.
Apart from this discrepancies the pull distributions have a good agreement between simulation and
real data, which indicates that the experiment setup is mostly understood.
Signal yield extraction
After the previous analysis steps, the background and signal are usually not separated completely. The
mass distribution will usually show a background distribution with a Gaussian signal peak. The signal
integral can be then extracted using side band subtraction and function fitting. This can only be done
as a last step as all other information is lost at that point. For the differential cross section, the signals
are extracted as a function of Eγ and cos(θCMS ). The data is divided into intervals of cosines of meson
production angle in the center of mass system, cos(θCMS ), and initial photon energy, Eγ. Multiple
invariant mass histograms are created for each cos(θCMS ) and Eγ combination. The signal is extracted
from these histograms by using the integral if the background contribution is negligible or fitting to
determine the signal to noise ratio.
To check the influence of the trigger efficiency (section 4.4) and kinematic fit (section 3.2) the signal
extraction is performed at different points in the analysis. First the signal is extracted after the
reaction excess mass cut marked by the green line in figure 5.1(a). This extracted signal is corrected
by the identification efficiency determined by the simulation in two different ways: One includes
the simulated trigger efficiency and the other does not. Finally, the kinematic fit is applied with a
confidence level cut. The three different cross section measurements are plotted in section 5.2.1.
Before the kinematic fit, the invariant mass of γγ can be seen in figure 5.5(a) and 5.5(b) for two
angular bins. The pion mass peak has no visible background. Figure 5.6(a) and 5.6(b) shows a
background distribution for higher missing mass originating from reactions with an additional particle
to the missing proton. The simulated distributions for different reactions were fitted to the real data
and are indicated in the legend. Figure 5.6(b) shows a mass offset between real data and the simulation.
This shift in mass originates from non-linearities in the energy measurement of the BGO calorimeter
for higher photon energies, which is currently under investigation.
After applying the kinematic fit, the invariant mass distribution does not change significantly, as seen
in figure 5.7(a) and 5.7(b). The missing mass to γγ is forced to the proton mass, due to the kinematic
fit four-momentum constraint. Background contributions can not be distinguished from the signal
using the missing mass to γγ. In figures 5.6, the missing mass to the pi0 before the kinematic fit has
almost no background below the proton peak. The background in this case is assumed negligible and
the signal number is equal to the pi0 number. In figure 5.1(a) it is possible to estimate the signal to
background ratio. For the pi0 p final-state, the signal is almost three orders of magnitude higher than
the background, and the background can be estimated to 0.1 %. The ηp final-state signal is two orders
of magnitude higher then the background, leading to an estimated 1 % background. The η′p state can
be seen in figure 5.1(b) more clearly and the background can be estimated to around 30 %.
The cross section is extracted in section 5.2.1 for pi0 p, section 5.2.2 for ηp and section 5.2.4 for η′p.
The pi0 p cross section was also extracted without using a kinematic fit.
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Figure 5.4: Pull distributions for the kinematic fit on the γi pi → γ fγ f p f reaction for different particles. A pull
distribution gives the difference between the measured and fitted value in dimensions of σ widths. Blue line is
for real data, while the red line is taken from simulation. The green dotted line marks the expected distribution
of a Gaussian with a σ width of one.
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Figure 5.5: Invariant mass of γγ distribution in the γp → Xp → γγp reaction. The plots (a) and (b) show
two bins in cos(θCMS ) and Eγ. In both plots a peak for the pi
0 mass is visible with negligible background
contribution.
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Figure 5.6: Missing mass to γγ distribution in the γp→ Xp→ γγp reaction. The plots (a) and (b) show two
bins in cos(θCMS ) and Eγ. The black points mark the real data. In both plots a peak for the proton is visible
with a background contribution increasing with mass. The colored lines show the different fitted contributions
from simulated reaction to the real data, while the blue line is the sum of all simulated reactions. The legend
shows the color scheme for the simulated reactions.
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Figure 5.7: Invariant mass of γγ distribution in the γp → Xp → γγp reaction after applying the kinematic
fit. (a) and (b) show two bins in cos(θCMS ) and Eγ. In both plots a peak for the pi
0 mass is visible without any
background contribution.
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5.1.2 Identifying the γp→ Xp→ γγpi+pi−p reaction
In this section η, ω and η′ are identified via the γp → Xp → γγpi+pi−p reaction. The first three
analysis steps are analogous to the γγp final-state. The invariant mass for γγpi+pi− is shown in figure
5.8 for all combinations by the black line. After the charge selection cut, the distribution is described
by the red line reducing the statistics by an order of magnitude. Despite this, no peak corresponding
to meson mass can be identified. The green line marks the invariant mass after the reaction excess
mass cut. After this additional selection criteria small peaks at the η(550 MeV) and ω(782 MeV)
masses appear. The γγ invariant mass can be used to further reduce any background. In figure 5.9,
the invariant mass of γγ is shown. The pi0 and η mesons can be clearly identified. Compared to the
identification in section 5.1.1, the background contribution below the pi0 and η mesons is higher, due
to their smaller cross sections. The next step of the analysis uses the kinematic fit. The γγ mass
constrain is added to the usual four-momentum constraint. There are two options for this condition,
either that the two photons originate from a pi0 or η decay. Both options are investigated and are set as
a constraint to the kinematic fit.
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Figure 5.8: Invariant mass distribution of γγpi+pi− for the γp → γγpi+pi−p reaction. The line colors in the
legend list the chronicle development of the event identification. Starting from the top the black line mark all
combinations with five particles, red line adds the charge selection cut and green lines adds the reaction excess
mass cut. Further analysis steps depend on the γγ mass. After the reaction excess mass selection cut, small
peaks consistent with the ω and η mesons are visible.
pi0 → γγ constraint in the γp→ Xp→ γγpi+pi−p reaction
If the two photons originate from the pi0 decay, the total final-state is pi0pi+pi−p. Both ω and η can decay
into pi0pi+pi−, so both mesons should be reproducible in the invariant mass spectrum. The invariant
mass after the kinematic fit is shown in figure 5.10. Compared to the distribution in 5.8, the η and ω
are sharper and clearly visible. The distribution below the peak originates from the free production of
pi0pi+pi−. This can not be removed by a kinematic fit, as it fulfills all imposed constraints. Figure 5.11
shows two example bins, where signal and background have been fitted. The cross section extracted
for the η and ω is shown in section 5.2.2 and section 5.2.3 respectively.
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Figure 5.9: Invariant mass distribution of γγ in the γp→ γγpi+pi−p reaction. This distribution is achieved after
the missing mass cut (green line in figure 5.8). A peak for the pi0 and η meson are visible.
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Figure 5.10: Invariant mass distribution of pi0pi+pi− for the γp→ pi0pi+pi−p reaction. The shown results are after
a kinematic fit with confidence level cut. One additional condition on the fit was the pi0 → γγ decay. The η and
ω meson masses are clearly visible.
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Figure 5.11: Invariant mass of pi0pi+pi− distribution in the γp→ Xp→ pi0pi+pi−p reaction. The plots (a) and (b)
show two angle and energy bins. The real data is marked by black points while different simulated reactions are
indicated by the colors in (c).
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η → γγ constraint in the γp→ Xp→ γγpi+pi−p reaction
Selecting events where the two photon mass is consistent with the η are used to identify the η′ decay
into ηpi+pi−. Figure 5.12 shows the results of the kinematic fit with the additional constraint that the
two photons originate from an η decay. A clear peak at the η′ mass is visible. The data set is not
sufficient to fit the background for every angle and energy bin, and the background is estimated to
increase the cross section by up to 20 %. The extracted cross section is discussed in section 5.2.4.
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Figure 5.12: Invariant mass distribution of ηpi+pi− for the γp→ ηpi+pi−p reaction. The shown results are after a
kinematic fit with confidence level cut. One additional condition on the fit was the η→ γγ decay. A peak for
the η′ meson is visible.
5.1.3 Identifying the γp→ K+Σ0 → K+γΛ → K+γpi−p reaction
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Figure 5.13: Invariant mass distribution of γpi−p for the γp→ K+γΛ reaction. The line colors in the legend list
the chronicle development of the identification. Starting from the top the black line mark all combinations with
four particles, red line adds the charge selection cut, green lines adds the reaction excess mass cut and blue line
improves resolution using the kinematic fit technique while removing events below the confidence level cut.
After the kinematic fit a peak for the Σ0 hyperon mass at 1192 MeV is visible.
The goal is to identify γp→ K+Σ0 via γp→ K+Σ0 → K+γΛ→ K+γpi−p. The Σ0 decays exclusively
into γΛ. In this event identification, the Λ→ pi−p decay is used to identify Λ with a branching ratio
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of 64 %. The final-state, K+γpi−p has three charged and one uncharged particle and is comparable to
the event identification in section 5.1.2. In figure 5.13 the steps of the identification are shown in the
invariant mass of γpi−p. All combinatorial are in black. No structure can be identified at this point.
With no particle identification, pions and kaons may be misidentified. Adding the charge selection
cut yields the red distribution, however this does not differentiate between different charged particles.
The reaction excess mass cut shown by the green line does also not change the distribution. So far,
each step in the analysis reduced the statistics by a factor of ten, but no definite Σ0 peak is visible.
This means that almost all reactions with higher or similar cross sections contribute to the background.
Applying a kinematic fit with a confidence level cut results in the distribution shown by the blue line.
This reduces the background to a point where a Σ0 peak is now distinguishable from the background.
The constraint of the Λ→ pi−p decay was added to the kinematic fit to the standard four-momentum
conservation, increasing the mass resolution.
The data after the kinematic fit is divided in energy and angular bins and the invariant mass is fitted.
One example fit is shown in figure 5.14. The main contributions to the background are ωp and
pi+pi−pi0 p which have similar kinematics, and the K+Λ reaction where an additional photon is created
by split off clusters or noise (see section 2.3.3). The cross section is extracted in section 5.2.5.
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Figure 5.14: Invariant mass of γpi−p distribution in the γp → K+γpi−p reaction. The distribution shows a
Eγ =(1225 ± 25) MeV and cos(θCMS ) =−0.4 ± 0.1 bin. The real data is marked by black points while different
simulated reactions are indicated by the colors in the legend. Not all simulated reaction show a contribution in
this bin, but are needed for other energy and theta bins.
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5.2 Differential cross section
In this section the differential cross section is determined for a selected list of reactions and discussed.
The differential cross section is determined using the methods shown in chapter 4, and the number
of events extracted shown in section 5.1. The reaction identification efficiency is determined using
simulated data. Using the photon flux from chapter 4.2, the reaction number is normalized and the
differential cross section can then be determined using the target density. The cross sections are
compared to results from other experiments, as well as the Bonn-Gatchina Partial Wave Analysis
Group [40] solutions if present. A partial wave analysis is a technique for solving scattering problems.
It decomposes each wave into its constituent angular momentum component and solves the equations
using boundary conditions.
5.2.1 γp→ pi0p
The identification of pi0 p is done via the pi0 → γγ decay which has a branching ratio of 98.8 %. The
event identification is explained in more detail in section 5.1.1. The differential cross section against
beam energy Eγ is shown in figure 5.15(a) and against cos(θCMS ) in figure 5.15(b). The red line shows
the fit results of the Bonn-Gatchina Partial Wave Analysis Group [40].
The blue, green and black points represent different stages in the identification of γp→ pi0 p:
blue line: The event identification ends with the reaction excess mass cut. The simulated identi-
fication efficiency for event normalization does not include the trigger efficiency of the data
taking.
green line: The event identification ends with the reaction excess mass cut. The simulated identifica-
tion efficiency includes all known efficiencies.
black line: The event identification goes through all steps. The kinematic fit is applied with a
confidence level cut. The simulated identification efficiency includes all known efficiencies.
The difference between the blue and green lines shows the influence of the trigger simulation. The BGO
calorimeter high energy threshold for data taking is around 100 MeV to 200 MeV. The simulation
of the trigger (section 4.4) checks how much energy was deposited in the BGO. Reconstructing a
pi0 however can only be done if both photons are detected, which means at least 135 MeV, the mass
of the pi0, deposited in the BGO. With higher beam energies the average energy of the pi0 increases.
The requirement to identify pi0 p fulfills the trigger system energy threshold most of the time. In
figure 5.15(b), at low beam energy, the data with no trigger simulation (blue points) deviates from
the Bonn-Gatchina fit, but agrees better at higher beam energies due to higher pi0 energy. The cross
section including the trigger efficiency (green points) however agrees better to the Bonn-Gatchina fit
even at low beam energies.
The kinematic fit uses constraints and known detector resolutions to improve the reaction resolution
and suppress background events. These detector resolutions are usually simulated with the known
detector response and geometry. Using the kinematic fit to improve the reaction resolution will work
even if the simulated detector resolution does not agree perfectly to the real detector efficiency. The
main problem arises during the confidence level cut. The confidence level is determined from the
deviation of measured and fitted values normalized by the detector resolution. This means that the
difference between detector resolution in real data and simulation could lead to a wrong determined
event identification efficiency, resulting in too high or low cross sections. The black points in figure
5.15(b) include the kinematic fit. Compared to the green points with no kinematic fit, the influence
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(a) Differential cross section for γp→ pi0 p against initial photon energy Eγ.
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(b) Differential cross section for γp→ pi0 p against cosine θ of the meson in the center of mass system.
Figure 5.15: Differential cross section for γp → pi0 p. (a) is against initial photon energy Eγ and (b) against
cosine θ of the meson in the center of mass system. Red line was taken from the Bonn-Gatchina Partial Wave
Analysis Group [40]. Blue points are from the simplest event identification, green points are with simulated
trigger conditions and black points are results with kinematic fit determined in this thesis.
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seems to be negligible except for the low energy bin. This means the used detector resolutions for the
kinematic fit determined through simulation agree with the real detector resolutions.
5.2.2 γp→ ηp
The ηp reaction is identified via the η→ γγ decay with 39.3 % and η→ pi+pi−pi0 decay with 22.7 %
branching ratio. Except for the mass, the η→ γγ identification is identical to the pi0 → γγ in section
5.2.1. The η→ pi+pi−pi0 identification was explained in section 5.1.2. The extracted cross sections can
be seen in figures 5.16(a) and 5.16(b).
The extracted cross section from the η → γγ and η → pi+pi−pi0 decays agree. The γγ decay has
a higher identification efficiency then the pi+pi−pi0 decay. The identification efficiency is inversely
proportional to the particle number in the final-state due to small acceptance gaps in the setup. Also,
the γγ decay has a higher branching ratio, which combined with the identification efficiency results in
smaller statistical errors compared to the pi+pi−pi0 decay. In general the determined cross section agrees
well to other experimental results. The BGO-OD experiment is also the only experiment identifying
both decay modes.
Both event identifications show a smaller cross section for cos(θCMS ) −1.0 to −0.5 and Eγ 700 MeV
to 900 MeV than data from other experiments. This is also the case for cos(θCMS ) 0.7 to 1.0. In both
cases the γγ and pi+pi−pi0 decay agree, suggesting it is the kinematics of the final-state proton that
causes these discrepancies. Investigations showed that in this region the proton is detected at θlab of
6° to 12°. This angular region is covered by the forward spectrometer and SciRi. The drop in cross
section could be explained by the acceptance change between both detectors. Further investigations
are needed.
5.2.3 γp→ ωp
The ω decays to pi0pi+pi− with a branching ratio of 89.2 %. This final-state was identified in section
5.1.2 and the extracted cross section is plotted in figures 5.17(a) and 5.17(b) with black points. The
cross section agrees well to the CLAS data and shows smaller statistical errors then the Crystal Barrel
experiment. The determined cross section deviates from other experiments for Eγ =1200 MeV to
1400 MeV and cos(θCMS ) =−1.0 to −0.1 ω directions. Investigations in this region showed similar
results to the findings in section 5.2.2. The θlab angle of the proton is between 6° to 12°. In figure
5.17(b), the higher beam energies show a jump in the cross section at −0.2. In this case the angle
represent the acceptance change between SciRi and BGO calorimeter. The angle covered by one
SciRi ring is larger than the used cos(θCMS ) bin size. This also creates a small rise and fall of the
cross section over the angular range. This movement could be reduced by using larger angular bins.
However the cross section should agree with the other experiments regardless of the angular binning,
if the detector geometry was reproduced perfectly in the simulation.
5.2.4 γp→ η′p
η′ decays to γγ with a branching ratio of 2.2 % and to ηpi+pi− → γγpi+pi− final-state with a branching
ratio of 17.0 %. Section 5.1.1 shows how the γγ decay was identified and section 5.1.2 shows the
steps for the ηpi+pi− decay. The cross sections in figure 5.18(a) and 5.18(b) are the results from this
identification. The small cross section limits the statistics, preventing any background subtraction.
Thus, the presented results are higher than the data of other experiments. Due to this, no general
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(a) Differential cross section for γp→ ηp against initial photon energy Eγ.
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(b) Differential cross section for γp→ ηp against cosine θ of the meson in the center of mass system.
Figure 5.16: Differential cross section for γp→ ηp against initial photon energy Eγ (a) and against cosine θ
of the meson in the center of mass system (b). The red line was taken from the Bonn-Gatchina Partial Wave
Analysis Group [40]. Yellow data was measured at MAMI with the Crystal Ball experiment [41], green data
points are from the Crystal Barrel experiment [42] and blue points are from the CLAS experiment [43]. Black
points mark the identification of η→ γγ decay and magenta points mark the η→ pi−pi+pi0 decay in this thesis.
External experimental data can have multiple entries if the angle range is larger then the original experiment.
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(a) Differential cross section for γp→ ωp against initial photon energy, Eγ.
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(b) Differential cross section for γp→ ωp against cosine θ of the meson in the center of mass system.
Figure 5.17: Differential cross section for γp→ ωp against initial photon energy, Eγ (a) and against cosine θ of
the meson in the center of mass system (b). The red data points were taken by the Crystal Barrel experiment
[44], while the green points are from the CLAS experiment [45]. The black data points were determined
from the ω → pi0pi−pi+ decay and the magenta points are from the ω → pi0γ decay in this thesis. External
experimental data can have multiple entries if the angle range is larger then the original experiment.
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statement can be made for the results, however in most cases the ηpi+pi− decay agrees with other
experimental data. With careful background subtraction, these data will complement existing data.
5.2.5 γp→ K+Σ0
The Σ0 is identified by the γΛ→ γpi−p decay with a branching ratio of 63.9 %. The event identification
is described in section 5.1.3. The results from other experiments and the Bonn-Gatchina solution
mostly agree with the determined cross section. Some angular and beam energy bins show sudden
jumps or drops in the cross section. In section 5.2.2 similar effects were seen originating from not
fully understood detector acceptances. In this case, the K+ could also be effected by acceptance gaps
in a similar way to protons. This effect can only be investigated after the proton acceptance anomaly
from section 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 is identified and corrected.
5.3 Estimated systematic errors
No studies were performed on the systematic errors in this analysis, but known errors and their
estimation on the results are made here. The target in the analyzed data was 60 mm long. As seen in
figure 2.5 the length of the target depends on the curvature of the mylar windows. This also assumes
that the photon beam is centered. On the assumption of a small movement of the beam and a different
window curvature, the target length could deviate by 1 mm. This would mean a constant offset in
the cross section by around 1.7 %. A photon flux error would show similar behavior. For the photon
flux the figure 4.12 can be used to estimate the effect. The figure shows the photon flux with the Pγ
determined from GIM and FluMo. Comparing both methods shows a discrepancy by around 3 %,
which is probably due to the statistical limitation of the FluMo photon efficiency determination and
indicates that the FluMo calibration time should be increased in future data tacking. An identification
efficiency error is difficult to estimate. It would result in offsets in the cross section depending on the
angle of the particles and is mostly responsible for the structures in the pi0 p cross section in figure
5.15(b). For Eγ =1056 MeV to 1167 MeV the cross section differs from the Bonn-Gatchina fit by
almost 25 % independent on the identification method. This can be associated with differences in the
geometry between reality and simulation and was confirmed in γp→ ηp and γp→ ωp to originate
from protons with θlab = 6° to 12°. Outside this particle acceptance the results agree well to other
experiments, which suggests a small systematic error from the overall detector geometry. The event
identification of pi0 p with and without trigger simulation can also be used to estimate the error on the
trigger simulation. It is expected that with high Eγ the identification of a pi
0 always passes the trigger.
As such the variation between blue and green points at high beam energy can be used to estimate that
the trigger has an systematic error of about 2 %. The variation between green and black points on the
other hand shows the kinematic fit systematic error mostly in the order of 5 % to 10 %. The confidence
level distribution in figure 5.3(c) between real and simulated data already shows that a cut on this
confidence level will result in a higher ratio of signal loss in real data compared to simulation. At last
the signal extraction via RooFit may introduce a systematic error if the simulated signal shape is not
represented in the real data. The data analyzed here showed only small differences to the simulated
spectrum and the statistic error of the fit out weights the systematic errors. Therefore an error value
below 5 % can be assumed. Table 5.3 gives a summery of the afore mentioned systematic errors. The
total systematic error would sum up to 5 % to 28 % depending on the reaction kinematics, which is
visible in some cross sections like ηp and ωp. In the future some systematic errors will be reduced
with further analysis and a quantitative systematical error determination will be performed then.
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(b) Differential cross section for γp→ η′p against cosine θ of the meson in the center of mass system.
Figure 5.18: Differential cross section for γp→ η′p against initial photon energy Eγ (a) and against cosine θ of
the meson in the center of mass system (b). The red data points were taken by the Crystal Barrel experiment
[42] and the green data is from the CLAS experiment [46]. Black points mark the η′ → ηpi+pi− → γγpi+pi−
decay, while the magenta points are from the η′ → γγ decay in this thesis.External experimental data can have
multiple entries if the energy range is larger.
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(b) Differential cross section for γp→ K+Σ0 against cosine θ of the meson in the center of mass system.
Figure 5.19: Differential cross section for γp→ K+Σ0 against initial photon energy Eγ (a) and against cosine
θ of the meson in the center of mass system (b). Red line was taken from the Bonn-Gatchina Partial Wave
Analysis Group [40]. The green data points are from the CLAS experiment [47], blue data points are from
the LEPS experiment [48] and the yellow data points are from the Saphir experiment [49]. Black points were
obtained by identification of the K+Σ0 → K+γpi−p decay in this thesis. External experimental data can have
multiple entries if the angle range is larger.
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5.4 Summary of benchmark cross section determinations
systematic error / %
target size 1.7
photon flux number 3
detector geometry (for θlab =6° to 12° particles) 2 - 25
trigger simulation 2
kinematic fit 2 - 10
RooFit <5
total error 5 - 28
Table 5.3: Estimated systematic errors in the cross section determination. The total error is summed in
quadrature.
5.4 Summary of benchmark cross section determinations
In this chapter the photoproduction cross section of γp to pi0 p, ηp, ωp, η′p and K0Σ+ were determined
to check the performance of the BGO-OD detector. In most cases and kinematic situations the BGO-
OD experiment agrees to the results of other experiments. Specific θ angles and Eγ beam energies
show some deviations.
If the photon flux determined in section 4.2 was not correct, the cross section would be always higher
or lower than other experiments but would be angular independent. This seems not to be the case, thus
one can conclude that the photon flux is correct within the statistical errors of the cross section. This
also applies to the target area density. The effect should be independent of beam energy and meson
angle.
The event extraction, via fitting simulated mass distributions, performs well and yields good results.
This shows that the detector positions and resolutions agree to the simulation, as deviations would
result in distorted mass distributions.
The determination of the identification efficiency used to correct the measured reaction number
depends on an accurate geometry representation in the simulation. The determined cross sections
show small deviations from other experimental data. The origin of this is most likely the detector
geometry. Results from ωp and ηp show that in both cases the largest deviation originates from
protons with θ angle 6° to 12°. This region is covered by two detectors, which seem to not be
represented correctly in the simulation. These anomalies will be addressed and adjusted.
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Figure 6.1: Blue line mark the calculated positive- and negative parity spectrum of Λ with uds-quarks. The
resonances are ordered by total spin J and parity pi. Next to the calculated line the experimentally found
resonances in the Particle Data Group [3] are shown by a red line with a box around it for uncertainty[50].
It was outlined in the introduction that there are two types of nonexotic hadrons. Mesons with two
and baryons with three valence quarks. For a better understanding of the degrees of freedom and
intreactions of the constituents, scattering experiments were performed to identify baryon resonances
and measure their widths and decay parameters. Constituent quark models, where dressed quarks
interact via a mutually generated potential are used to describe baryon resonant spectra. In such
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Figure 6.2: Comparison between experimentally found nucleon and Λ resonances. The resonances are ordered
by their total spin J and parity pi. The nucleon states are left, while the Λ states are right inside one bin. The
nucleon and Λ spectrum have an offset of 177 MeV to have the ground states align to each other. [50]
models, quarks often do not couple to the continuum. The calculated states have thus no information
of width or decay modes. Measured and predicted resonant Λ states are shown in figure 6.1. The
Λ baryons consist of uds-quarks with isospin I = 0. A lot of predicted states have not been found
experimentally. Most of these missing states are higher excitations. The width of the experimentally
found states increase with energy, as such it is possible that the missing higher energy states have a
large width which makes them difficult to identify. However not all experimentally found states fit the
model predictions. This could mean that the quark model is not complete and the used approximations
are not valid. Λ(1405) is one of these states. With total spin J = 1/2 and negative parity, the measured
mass is far lower than the lowest predicted level with these quantum numbers. The lowest JP = 1/2−
nucleon state, N(1535), has a mass of 1535 MeV. The Λ(1405) has the same quantum numbers with
the exception that one light quark is exchanged with a strange quark. The mass of the Λ(1405) is
130 MeV lighter, even though the mass of the strange quark is heavier. Comparing the nucleon and Λ
spectrum in figure 6.2, most experimental found states have a mass partner shifted by 177 MeV to
account for the heavier strange quark. Again the Λ(1405) seams to be an exception with no mass
partner.
During the discovery of the Λ(1405) it was found that the invariant mass distribution was distorted,
as seen in figure 6.3. At that time it was already speculated that Λ(1405) could be a molecular state
between a nucleon and anti-kaon [58]. The bounding force for such a structure would be the residual
strong force, comparable to the van der Waals force in electromagnetism. The Yukawa potential
describes an interaction between nucleons where the proton changes to a neutron and vice versa via
charged pion exchange. In such cases a n − p nucleon system would change to p − n. In case of the
80
Figure 6.3: Invariant mass distribution of Σ+pi− system from the reaction K−p→ Σ+pi−pi+pi− at 4.2 GeV/c. The
curves represent models described in the paper.[51]
Figure 6.4: Lattice QCD calculations illustrating the composition of Λ(1405) depending on the pi0 mass [7].
The compositions options are single particle state m0, and the two particle states piΣ and K¯N.
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Figure 6.5: Mass distribution for the different channels. The solid lines mark pi0Λ, K−p and Σpi channels. The
single decay modes of Λ(1405) are shown by the dashed lines. [52]
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Figure 6.6: The background-subtracted line shape of the Λ(1405) decaying into Σ0pi0 (points) at the ANKE
experiment.[53] The black and red line show the bubble chamber results of older experiments.
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Figure 6.7: Missing mass of the γp→ K+X reaction measured by the LEPS experiment[54]. Open circles show
the results from a previous analysis of the data, while closed circles are the new results of the LEPS experiment.
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Figure 6.8: Σpi mass distributions at Eγ =1.88 GeV measured by the CLAS experiment [55][56][57] in compar-
ison to the model of Nacher et al.[52] scaled by a factor of 2.0. The green line shows the pi+Σ−, red line the
pi−Σ+ and blue line the pi0Σ0 decay. The dashed lines represent the individual models for the decay modes.
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Λ(1405) the K− − p molecule would change to a K0 − n molecule via the same pion exchange. Further
support for the molecular structure of Λ(1405) is found with a lattice QCD calculation [7], seen in
figure 6.4. The calculation depends on the used pi mass. Going from heavy to the realistic pi masses,
the antikaon-nucleon molecule Fock state dominates the wave function for Λ(1405).
The distorted shape of the invariant mass distribution, called line shape, can be explained by an
antikaon-nucleon molecule composition of Λ(1405). The antikaon and nucleon could be produced in
the bound system below the free antikaon nucleon production threshold of 1432 MeV. Above this
threshold the antikaon and nucleon can be produced free, reducing the cross section for the bound
Λ(1405) system and consequently a sudden cut-off in the line shape. A calculation within a dynamical
coupled-channel model which respects chiral symmetry of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) and the
unitarity of the scattering amplitude shows that the structure of the Λ(1405) resonance is described
as a superposition of two independent states [59][60][61][62]. A study using a chiral unitary model,
where the resonance is generated dynamically from K−p interaction with other channels constructed
from the octets of baryons and mesons, shows that the line shape would depend on the decay mode, as
seen in figure 6.5.
Apart from bubble chamber experiments, the asymmetrical line shape was confirmed by the ANKE
experiment [63], as seen in figure 6.6. First measurements with photoproduction of the different
Λ(1405) decay modes was performed by the LEPS experiment[54], shown in figure 6.7. The CLAS
experiment measured all decay modes, as seen in figure 6.8. Comparing both measurements shows
a discrepancy. In the LEPS data the Σ+pi− final-state peaks in lower energies than the Σ−pi+ decay.
Closer inspection reveals that this is opposite for the CLAS data. Comparing both data sets to the line
shape predictions in figure 6.5 the LEPS data shows better agreement.
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Λ(1405) π
ΣN K
K
Figure 6.9: Possible photoproduction scheme of the Λ(1405) molecule. Time propagates from left to right.
The BGO-OD experiment is complementary to the CLAS experiment, allowing detection of extremely
forward charged particles. Figure 6.9 shows the photoproduction of Λ(1405) in the assumption of a
molecular state. If the K+ from the γp→ K+Λ(1405) reaction is detected in the forward spectrometer,
the transfered momentum to the Λ(1405) is small. On the assumption of an exotic NK¯ molecule as
the Λ(1405) structure, the cross section would favor kinematics where the momentum in the molecule
is minimal. In this case the BGO-OD experiment is well suited to investigate Λ(1405). The main
difficulty for all experiments in the investigation of Λ(1405) is the Σ(1385), which has similar mass and
decay modes. The Λ(1405) hyperon exclusively decays to Σpi. The main decay modes of Σ(1385) are
Λpi with 87 % branching ratio and Σpi with 11.7 %. The decay Σ(1385)0 → Σ0pi0 is strictly prohibited
by isospin symmetry.
In this chapter, the pi0Σ0 decay is used to extract the line shape and differential cross section of Λ(1405).
A list of hyperons which are seen in our analysis can be found in table 6.1. Identifying the K+ and
pi0 is sufficient to identify the reaction, as the missing mass to both particles can be used to identify
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baryon mass / MeV decay modes branching ratio / %
Λ 1115.7 ppi− 64
npi0 36
Σ
0 1192.6 Λγ 100
Σ
+ 1189.4 ppi0 52
npi+ 48
Σ
− 1197.4 npi− 100
Σ(1385)0 1384 Λpi0 87
Σ
+pi− 6
Σ
−pi+ 6
Λ(1405) 1405 Σ0pi0 33
Σ
+pi− 33
Σ
−pi+ 33
Λ(1520) 1520 Σ0pi0 14
Σ
+pi− 14
Σ
−pi+ 14
NK¯ 45
Table 6.1: Hyperons and their decay modes used in the analysis [3]. The branching ratios are rounded.
the Σ0. This is only possible when the K+ is detected in the forward spectrometer, as the particle
identification can be performed using time of flight and momentum information. There are therefore
two main analysis procedures. The analysis when kaons are not detected in the forward spectrometer
is described in section 6.1.1, while the analysis with kaons in the forward spectrometer is identified in
section 6.1.2. The line shape measurement is discussed in section 6.2 and the extracted cross section
in section 6.3.
6.1 Event identification
The identification of the Λ(1405)→ pi0Σ0 decay is described in this section. The Σ0 is identified via
the γΛ→ γpi−p decay (64 % branching ratio) in section 6.1.1. In section 6.1.2 the Σ0 is identified via
the missing mass technique. In this case the K+ is detected in the forward spectrometer, which allows
particle identification.
6.1.1 γp→ K+Λ(1405) → K+pi0Σ0 → K+3γpi−p
The event identification is similar to the K+Σ0 identification in section 5.1.3. Adding a pion to the
final-state results in the K+pi0Σ0 state, which is used to identify the Λ(1405)→ pi0Σ0 decay. Σ(1385)
does not decay into this state, but due to cluster split-off or noise inside the BGO, the Σ(1385)0 → pi0Λ
and Σ(1385)0 → pi−Σ+ decays lead to background contributions in the event sample. All the analysis
steps which are similar to the K+Σ0 identification will be not discussed here again. The following
analysis steps which were performed after the kinematic fit are specific to the Λ(1405) analysis.
In figure 6.10 the theta distribution of the γ from the Σ0 → γΛ decay is shown for simulated
signal and background channels. The background distribution shows a high probability at θ < 35◦
angles compared to signal. This difference can be used to suppress combinatorial background in the
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identification. Photons with θ angle of lower then 35◦ are ignored in the analysis. The reduction in
background can be seen in the invariant mass of γΛ in figure 6.11. The signal can be identified by
the Σ0 hyperon peak in the γΛ mass. After applying the restriction on the photon θ angle the signal
to background ratio is improved. A part of signal is lost due to this cut, but the improved signal to
background ratio allows for more accurate signal extraction later in the analysis.
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Figure 6.10: θ distribution for γ in the Σ0 → γΛ
decay from the K+Λ(1405) → K+pi0Σ0 reaction.
Black shows the distribution for free γp → pi0Λ
production, while red marks the Λ(1405) simula-
tion.
For the signal extraction, not only the invariant mass
of pi0Λγ is used, which should form the Λ(1405), but
also the Λγ mass for Σ0 identification. The real data
is shown in figure 6.12, where the Λγ mass is plotted
against the pi0Λγmass. On top of a high combinatorial
background the peak for the Λ(1405) can be seen at
around |Λγ| = 1200 MeV and |pi0Λγ| = 1400 MeV.
The Λ(1520) also decays into the same final-state and
a corresponding peak can also be seen. In figure 6.13
the invariant mass of Λγ is plotted against the pi0Λγ
mass for simulated Λ(1405), Λ(1520) and Σ(1385)
hyperons. It shows the different mass distributions for
the hyperons. While it is expected for the Λ(1405) and
Λ(1520) to pass the selection cuts, the Σ(1385) should
be suppressed, as it does not decay in the same final-
state. In this case the Σ(1385)→ Λpi0 → ppi−pi0 and
Σ(1385)→ Σ+pi− → ppi0pi− decay pass the selection
cuts, as an additional signal in the BGO is identified
through backscattering, clustering errors or noise in the detector. Plotting the Λγ against pi0Λγ mass,
the Λ(1405) and Λ(1520) can be easily distinguished from the Σ(1385) distribution.
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Figure 6.11: Invariant mass of γΛ in the γp→ K+Λ(1405)→ K+pi0Σ0 reaction before and after angle selection
cut on the photons.
If the subtraction of Σ(1385) is not handled carefully, the line shape of Λ(1405) may be influenced. The
Λγpi0 invariant mass with Λγ mass smaller then Σ0 can be used to determine the Σ(1385) contribution.
To subtract the background contributions, the signal extraction is performed with a two dimensional
fit via RooFit which uses the 2D plots in figures 6.13 to fit to the real data in figure 6.12.
The events surviving all selection cuts are used to extract the Λ(1405) line shape in section 6.2 and
differential cross section in section 6.3. The fit to extract the yield is described in the corresponding
sections.
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Figure 6.12: Invariant mass of pi0γΛ0 vs γΛ invariant mass in the γp→ K+Λ(1405)→ K+pi0Σ0 identification
with real data. For this the running periods of 2015 and 2017 with hydrogen target were used.
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(a) K+Λ(1405)
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(b) K+Λ(1520)
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(c) K+Σ(1385)0
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(d) K+Σ0pi0
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(e) K+Λ0pi0
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Figure 6.13: Simulated data showing invariant mass of pi0γΛ0 vs γΛ invariant mass in the γp→ K+Λ(1405)→
K+pi0Σ0 identification. Each plot shows only one simulated channel, described in the sub-caption of the figure.
6.1.2 γp→ K+Λ(1405) → K+pi0X, with K+ in forward spectrometer
In this analysis the K+ is identified in the forward spectrometer, while a pi0 is identified in the BGO
calorimeter. The Σ0 is identified via the missing mass to the detected particles. Section 2.3.7 described
the particle identification of the forward spectrometer in more detail. The pi0 is identified in the BGO
calorimeter from its γγ decay. The missing mass to K+pi0 is plotted against missing mass to K+ in
figure 6.14. The prominent peak for |missing mass to K+pi0| =1115 MeV and around |missing mass to
K+| =1400 MeV originates from the Σ(1385).
The shape of the mass distribution can be modeled using simulated data and fitted. The resulting
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Figure 6.14: Missing mass to K+pi0 against missing mass to K+ with Eγ =1530 MeV to 1830 MeV and
cos(θCMS ) =0.8 to 1.
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Figure 6.15: Missing mass to K+ and missing mass to K+pi0 in the γp→ K+Λ(1405)→ K+pi0Σ0 reaction signal
extraction. Black points mark the real data, while the colored contributions are simulated.
two-dimensional fit to the data is shown in one-dimensional projections in figure 6.15. K+Σ0pi0,
K+Λpi0, K+Σ+pi−, K+Σ(1385), K+Λ(1405) and K+Λ(1520) final-states were used to describe the
data. Fit results show that the Σ(1385) has the highest contribution to the data distribution. Free pi0Λ
production shows a similar distribution in the missing mass to K+pi0, but no peak at 1400 MeV, unlike
the Σ(1385). The Λ(1405) only contributes little to the overall distribution and explains why it could
not be seen in figure 6.14. The line shape is extracted in section 6.2.2, and the differential cross section
shown in section 6.3.
6.2 Λ(1405) line shape extraction
After the analysis steps described in section 6.1, the line shape of Λ(1405) is extracted. The extraction
is different for the two reaction reconstructions. The reconstruction detecting all particles is explained
in section 6.2.1, while the K+ forward analysis in section 6.2.2. In section 6.2.3 the results are
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compared to other experimental measurements.
6.2.1 γp→ K+Λ(1405) → K+pi0Σ0 → K+3γpi−p
The line shape of the Λ(1405) was extracted from events with the K+ produced in the angular range
cos(θCMS ) =−1.0 to 0.8 and beam energy range Eγ =1500 MeV to 2300 MeV. The signal extraction
for the line shape is handled differently to the differential cross section determination. The K+Λ(1405),
K+pi0Σ0, K∗Σ0 and K+Λ(1520) simulations were not used in the fit, to remove the possibility of
influence on the line shape. The two-dimensional plot with all data, as seen in figure 6.16, is taken
and the γΛ mass from 1166.5 MeV to 1217.0 MeV is excluded. This removes reactions with a Σ0 in
the final-state from the data set and only a background distribution remains. Now a two-dimensional
fit is used to describe the background distribution. The γΛ projection can be seen in figure 6.17.
The data in black shows a clear peak for the Σ0 hyperon, while the colored lines show different
simulated reactions. The mass between 1166.5 MeV to 1217.0 MeV was not used in the fit, as such
no peak for the Σ0 is seen in the summed simulated distribution. Figure 6.18(a) shows the γΛpi0
mass projection of the two dimensional fit. The background distribution in both projections is well
described by the simulated data. The data with γΛ mass of 1166.5 MeV to 1217.0 MeV not used in
the two-dimensional fit is shown in figure 6.18(b). The simulated distribution shows the extrapolated
fit results from the two-dimensional fit. After subtracting the background the line shape can be seen in
figure 6.19. The Λ(1405), Λ(1520) and the uncorrelated Σ0pi0 production were not included in the fit,
thus the remaining data should mainly consist of these reactions. The uncorrelated Σ0pi0 production is
indicated by the red points and was adjusted to describe the flat distribution below the peaks. The
Λ(1405) line shape shows two structures. A peak at around 1390 MeV and a cusp at 1425 MeV
suggest a line shape more complex than observed in other experiments, which is discussed in more
detail in section 6.2.3.
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Figure 6.16: Invariant mass of pi0γΛ distribution in the γp→ K+Λ(1405)→ K+pi0Σ0 → K+pi0γΛ reaction for
Eγ =1500 MeV to 2300 MeV and cos(θCMS ) =−1 to 0.8. Data between the red lines was excluded from the fit.
6.2.2 γp→ K+Λ(1405) → K+pi0X, with the K+ in the forward spectrometer
The line shape of Λ(1405) with the K+ in the forward spectrometer can not be extracted the same way
as in section 6.2.1. The complete data is fitted, as already shown in figure 6.15. After that the line
shape is extracted by subtracting all fitted simulated distributions from the real data with the exception
of Λ(1405) and Λ(1520). The remaining data with missing mass to K+pi0 in the range 1152 MeV to
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Figure 6.17: Invariant mass of γΛ distribution for Eγ =1500 MeV to 2300 MeV and cos(θCMS ) =−1 to 0.8.
The black points mark the real data, while the colored points mark different simulated channels. The mass
1166.5 MeV to 1217 MeV is excluded from the fit.
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Figure 6.18: Invariant mass of pi0γΛ distribution for Eγ =1500 MeV to 2300 MeV and cos(θCMS ) =−1 to 0.8.
The black points mark the real data, while the colored points mark different simulated channels projected from
the two dimensional RooFit on figure 6.16 .
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Figure 6.19: Invariant mass of pi0γΛ distribution for Eγ =1500 MeV to 2300 MeV. The black points mark the
real data, while the red points mark the fitted simulated pi0Σ0 uncorrelated production.
1239 MeV are selected to ensure the γp → K+pi0Σ0 reaction. This wide selection cut is necessary
due the correlation between missing mass to K+pi0 and missing mass to K+, and ensures that the line
shape will not be cut-off on any side artificially. In figure 6.20 the data in black before subtraction is
shown together with the fitted background in red. After subtraction the Λ(1405) line shape can be
seen in figure 6.21, it is compared to other results in the following section 6.2.3.
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Figure 6.20: Missing mass to K+ for missing mass to K+pi0 in the range 1152 MeV to 1239 MeV for
Eγ =1530 MeV to 1830 MeV and cos(θCMS ) =0.8 to 1. The black points mark the real data, while the
red points mark the sum of all possible fitted reactions with the exception of K+Λ(1405) and K+Λ(1520).
6.2.3 Line shape results
The Σ0pi0 line shape determined in this section was achieved by two different methods. The first
method used the completely detected final-state of the decay in section 6.1.1, while the second method
used the K+ particle identification in the forward spectrometer and the pi0 in the BGO calorimeter.
In figure 6.22 both results are plotted in comparison. To reduce the point-to-point fluctuations, the
data was rebinned and the scale of the distributions were adjusted for better comparison. Both results
agree that at around 1430 MeV the line shape drops rapidly. This agrees with other experimental
data, which may support the K¯N threshold effect in the production of Λ(1405) as an dynamically
generated state. In both analyses, the Λ(1520) was not subtracted to ensure consistency, and was used
as a quality check of the background subtraction.
The results are plotted with the results from the ANKE and CLAS experiments in figure 6.23. Here
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Figure 6.21: Missing mass to K+ after subtraction of simulated reactions for missing mass to K+pi0 in the range
1152 MeV to 1239 MeV for Eγ =1530 MeV to 1830 MeV and cos(θCMS ) =0.8 to 1.
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Figure 6.22: Line shape of the Λ(1405) in the Σ0pi0 decay. Black points mark in this thesis determined line shape
with the complete detection of the final-state particles, while the magenta points show the K+ in the forward
spectrometer and a pi0 only identification. The height of the distributions were adjusted for better comparison of
the shape.
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the different data sets were scaled to a similar integral. All data agree well within the statistical errors.
Closer inspections reveals an astonishingly good agreement of the complete reaction identification
of the present thesis with the ANKE experiment. Therefore, in in figure 6.24 only these two results
are shown. With only these results it looks like the structure of Λ(1405) is more complex then the
predicted blue line. Both results show two peaks, one at around 1380 MeV to 1395 MeV and one at
around 1420 MeV to 1430 MeV. These two peaks are close to the two states predicted by Hyodo and
Jido [62], where the Λ(1405) is formed by a singlet at 1390 MeV and an octet state at 1426 MeV.
However the predicted width of the states and the mass resolution of this analysis should make it
impossible to have a visible separation of the two states. In figure 6.25 the mass resolution of the
line shape reconstruction is shown. Two particle with no mass width were simulated to determine
the mass resolution. Both identification methods show a mass resolution of around 13 MeV. With
this mass resolution the predicted two peaks should overlap in energy and not be separable in the line
shape. Either the predicted line widths is actually too wide or the two visible peaks are just statistical
fluctuations. As the CLAS data does not show any strong evidence for two peaks the latter option is
the more logical conclusion until more data is acquired and the statistical error reduced.
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Figure 6.23: Line shape of the Λ(1405) in the Σ0pi0 decay. Black points mark in this thesis determined line
shape with the complete detection of the final-state particles. The blue points are from the CLAS experiment
of figure 6.8. The red points are the ANKE experiment results of figure 6.6. The blue dashed line marks the
predicted line shape by Nacher at el.[64]. The height of the distributions were adjusted for better comparison of
the shape.
6.3 Differential cross section
The yield of Λ(1405) events is extracted from the data set for the differential cross section. The
measured line shape in section 6.2 could be used in RooFit to describe the signal shape, however
not performed during the cross section determination. Instead the simulation uses a Breit-Wigner
distribution with 50 MeV width, modified by a cut off for masses higher than 1430 MeV. The resulting
signal shape is similar to the line shapes measured by the CLAS collaboration in figure 6.8. First the
cross section for the analysis with all kaon angles from section 6.1.1 is determined.
The extraction of the signal was done via a two-dimensional fit on the γΛ against pi0γΛ mass.
The resulting contributions can be illustrated by projecting the two-dimensional plot into two one-
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Figure 6.24: Line shape of the Λ(1405) in the Σ0pi0 decay. Black points mark in this thesis determined line
shape with the complete detection of the final-state particles. The red points are the ANKE experiment results
of figure 6.6. The blue dashed line marks the predicted line shape by Nacher at el.[64]. The green dashed line
shows the distribution for piΣ→ piΣ and the solid line for the NK¯ → piΣ interaction of the predicted two states
of Λ(1405) by Hyodo and Jido [62]. The height of the distributions were adjusted for better comparison of the
shape.
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(a) σ(Λ(1405)) = 13.0 ± 0.1 MeV,
σ(Λ(1520)) = 13.1 ± 0.1 MeV
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(b) σ(Λ(1405)) = 15.46 ± 0.05 MeV,
σ(Λ(1520)) = 7.5 ± 0.1 MeV
Figure 6.25: Mass resolution determination for the Λ(1405) line shape. A particle with the Λ(1405) and Λ(1520)
mass was simulated, but with no natural line width. (a) shows the mass distribution for line shape extraction in
section 6.2.1, while (b) shows section 6.2.2. The Eγ ranges from 1530 MeV to 1830 MeV.
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dimensional plots. In figure 6.26 some example bins are shown, with the pi0γΛ projection on the left
side and the γΛ on the right. The extracted Λ(1405) signal was used to calculate a differential cross
section, which can be seen in figure 6.27. The black points mark the extracted cross section, while the
blue points show the results for the CLAS experiment. The magenta points are extracted from the
analysis with the kaon in the forward spectrometer from section 6.1.2. The extraction is equivalent to
the all angle kaon analysis. The two-dimensional plot for the fit used missing mass to K+pi0 against
missing mass to K+ and an example fit result is seen in figures 6.15.
The cross section determined with the K+ in the forward spectrometer can be seen as an extension
of the previous CLAS data. This covers an acceptance not covered by the CLAS experiment. The
result appears consistent with a smooth extrapolation of the CLAS data. The cross section for all kaon
angles determined through the complete identification of the final-state shows a behavior different
from the CLAS data. The results differ especially at the reaction production threshold where the
CLAS data is a factor three higher.
As already mentioned in section 5.4, the measured benchmark cross sections still show anomalies
due to the non perfect geometry description in the simulation. The improvement of the simulated
geometry is mandatory before any statement on the discrepancy with CLAS can be made. However,
the effect of the geometry observed in section 5 is significantly smaller than the deviations between
this and the CLAS analysis. This hints that the discrepancy may be real and further careful studies are
required to ensure this.
For a molecule type Λ(1405) an important aspect is the momentum transfer dependence in the
production process. This is studied in the following by plotting the production cross section as a
function of momentum transfer t. Figure 6.9 shows the production of γp → K+Λ(1405) via the
t-channel. The squared momentum transfer, t, is determined by:
t = (γ − K+)2 = (p − Λ(1405))2, (6.1)
here γ, K+, p and Λ(1405) denote the four momenta of the particles. The minimal momentum
transfer, tmin, is the limit value for t at θ = 0, and depends on Eγ. The momentum transfer difference,
|t − tmin|,can be determined using cos(θCMS ) and Eγ and the results are shown in figure 6.28. While
the data points show an exponential distribution for high energies indicating a t-process production,
the cross section drops for low t in the low energy range. This is most probably due the method of t
determination. Here t was determined using cos(θCMS ), Eγ and the assumptions that Λ(1405) has no
width and t is distributed homogeneous over the angle bin. This works for the most of the data set but
apparently fails at the edges of the t acceptance.
In figure 6.29 the cross section is plotted against −t for all BGO-OD results. The cross section
drops with −t >0.23 GeV2, corresponding to √|t| =480 MeV. One possible interpretation of this
results is that if
√|t| is below the kaon mass, the kaon can only be produced in a bound system of
nucleon-antikaon, increasing the γp → K+Λ(1405) cross section. Above the kaon mass the kaon
can be produced free reducing the Λ(1405) cross section. This interpretation only works with the
assumption of a molecule structure of Λ(1405). The CLAS result however shows a different picture
as seen in figure 6.30 with no strong correlation. Future in-depth analysis will have to solve this
discrepancy.
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Figure 6.26: γp → K+pi0Σ0 reaction signal extraction for Λ(1405). The plots show the projections of the
two-dimensional data and fit results for different kaon angle, cos(θCMS ), and beam energies, Eγ. The angle and
energy of each bin can be found in the title of the plot. The different line colors are explained in the bottom
legend.
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Figure 6.27: Differential cross section for γp → K+Λ(1405) → K+pi0Σ0 against cos(θ) of the meson in the
center of mass system. Black points mark the K+Λ(1405)→ K+pi0Σ0 → K+3γpi−p decay where all particles
are detected. Magenta points mark the cross section with only K+pi0 detected from section 6.1.2. The blue data
points are CLAS data [57] for K+Λ(1405)→ K+pi0Σ0. Both cross sections were scaled up by factor 3 to take
the branching ratio of the decay into account.
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Figure 6.28: Differential cross section for γp→ K+Λ(1405)→ K+pi0Σ0 against squared transfer momentum t
to the Λ(1405). Black points mark the identification of the K+Λ(1405)→ K+pi0Σ0 → K+3γpi−p decay where
all particles are detected. Magenta points mark the cross section with only K+pi0 detected from section 6.1.2.
The blue data points were taken by the CLAS experiment [57] for K+Λ(1405)→ K+pi0Σ0.
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Figure 6.29: Differential cross section for γp→ K+Λ(1405)→ K+pi0Σ0 against transfer momentum −t to the
Λ(1405). Black points mark the identification of the K+Λ(1405) → K+pi0Σ0 → K+3γpi−p decay where all
particles are detected. Magenta points mark the cross section with only K+pi0 detected from section 6.1.2. Both
cross sections were scaled up by factor 3 to take the branching ratio of the decay into account. Squares,circles
and triangles mark the different energy bins.
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Figure 6.30: Differential cross section for γp→ K+Λ(1405)→ K+pi0Σ0 against transfer momentum −t to the
Λ(1405). Description on the data is in figure 6.29. Additionally the blue data points were taken from the CLAS
experiment [57].
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Summary and Outlook
Most of the mass surrounding us originates from protons and neutrons, called nucleons. Nucleons
consist of elementary particles known as quarks, which are bound by exchange bosons, called gluons.
The valence quarks of the nucleon only make up a small fraction of the mass. The remaining mass is
generated by the strong color field associated with gluon exchange, confining the quarks together in
a color neutral state. Any attempt to separate the quarks leads to the creation of new color neutral
hadrons composed of quarks. All composite quantum mechanical particles have excitation levels,
for example the hydrogen atom. In the atom the higher excitations levels can be interpreted as an
increase in distance between electrons and nucleus, corresponding to a change in potential energy.
A similar concept was also applies to color interactions with an inter-quark confinement potential.
Even between color neutral hadrons, a residual of the strong color force may still cause binding,
similar to the electromagnetic van der Waals interaction which binds uncharged atoms to form
molecules. It is the residual color force which binds the nucleons together to a nucleus through a
baryon-baryon interaction. Theoretically, it could also bind meson-meson or meson-baryon states.
A candidate for such a meson-baryon state is the Λ(1405) hadron investigated in this thesis. This
is poorly described by the three valence quark model and is speculated to be a meson-baryon or
pentaquark state. The Λ(1405), JP = 1/2−, with (uds) valence quarks is lighter than its counter partner
N(1535), JP = 1/2−, consisting of up and down quarks, even thought it has the heavier valence quarks.
Furthermore, the invariant mass distribution of the Λ(1405), called the line shape, is distorted [51].
These inconsistencies support descriptions that the Λ(1405) has a more complex structure. A possible
pentaquark or a meson-baryon molecule configuration is supported by recent Lattice QCD results
[58].
Meson photoproduction is a well established tool to investigate baryon excitations. The Λ(1405) is
formed in associated strangeness production via the reaction γp→ K+Λ(1405). If the Λ(1405) indeed
has the structure of a relatively loosely bound meson-baryon molecule, the ability to incorporate
momentum in the production process will be rather limited. Consequently, the K+ will be produced in
forward directions. The BGO-OD experiment at the ELSA accelerator in Bonn is ideal to investigate
extreme K+ forward angles. Using an energy tagged photon beam, it combines a central calorimeter
and a forward spectrometer.
This thesis presented differential cross sections for γp → K+Λ(1405) and Λ(1405) line shape
measurements. These measurements require an understanding of the detector geometry and response
and an absolute flux normalization, both of which were improved as part of the thesis work.
The determination of the detection probability for a reaction requires an accurate representation of the
experimental setup in the Monte Carlo simulation of the experiment. In this thesis the simulation of the
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data acquisition triggering system was shown. Consistency checks measuring the γp→ pi0 p reaction
showed only small deviations in the cross section compared to other experiments, demonstrating that
the current hardware trigger system is well understood.
For most reactions of interest, the signal to background ratio can be determined via fitting of expected
signal and background mass distributions. The mass resolution can be improved using a kinematic fit,
which was implemented in the analysis framework, ExPlORA , of the BGO-OD experiment during
the course of this thesis. To check the current performance of the cross section determination using
the implemented kinematic fitting, the reactions γp to pi0 p, ηp, ωp, η′p and K+Σ0 were identified.
The results agree well with previous experiments. Some small deviations at specific particle angles or
momenta show that there is still slight corrections required in the simulated geometry. This will be
addressed beyond the frame of this thesis.
The main goal of the thesis was the investigation of the γp→ K+Λ(1405) reaction. First results were
achieved with the BGO-OD experiment, and the line shape and differential cross section using the
Σ
0pi0 decay was measured. The unique combination of a forward spectrometer and central calorimeter
allows access to more forward angles and low momentum exchange regions not accessible in other
experiments. The statistical accuracy obtained is at least on par with the previously most accurate
CLAS experiment. Within statistics the observed line shape agrees well with the earlier experiments.
The analysis of this thesis seems to indicate a double peak structure in the Λ(1405) line shape. This
would be in agreement with an other recent result at ANKE, but in contrast to the single peak measured
by CLAS. It is important to increase statistical accuracy in the future to resolve this issue. Further
investigations of the experiment setup in the simulation will eliminate the small deviations in the
benchmark cross sections and extend the current Λ(1405) cross section measured by CLAS to more
forward angles. Due to the production mechanism of the Λ(1405), it is important to measure the cross
section dependence on the transfer momentum. First studies on this dependency were made in this
thesis and will continue in the future.
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